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Preface

W

elcome to introduction to web designing and internet. This book has been designed to
give you a clear and quick guide to web designing and understanding how the
internet works.

You are about to experience the joy of using this book. You will be equipped with the latest
technologies in web designing. You are about to design web pages or websites like professionals
and overcome the confusion and frustration in web designing.

History of this book
My first version was designed when I joined Makerere Institute of Technology East Africa and
got to teach web designing for the first time. The first version was not so good but I wrote it for
two main reasons;



PowerPoint slides for web designing were too summarized.
Other books where too big and having too much unnecessary details.

So the book aims at providing breadth before the depth. I have continued to develop this book,
correcting errors, improving some of content, adding examples and also adding exercises due to
the pressure from the students of Makland Institute of Business and Management which has
resulted into releasing the second version.

How to use this book
This being a practical course unit, practicing what was/is covered during or after the lecture
simplifies the understanding of the next lecture. If you practice, creating websites will become a
piece of cake for your entire life.
Practice makes perfect.
The best way of learning something is by actively doing it.

About the author
Musiitwa Joseph is a software engineer and IT instructor. In his free time, joseph focuses on writing
books and creating android, web, desktop applications and embedded systems for his customers. He has
been building websites since 2012, in the process gaining extensive experience in the field of web
designing. The books that he writes are focused on explaining only what is relevant and practical. He has
trained very many students on individual basis and in various institutions helping them to successfully
write their code.
Joseph is also the co founder of Code Eagles, a software development company that provides high
technological services to customers that require unique services and IT products at affordable prices.
More of the services offered can be found at www.codeeagles.com
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ue reading or using
u
this boook it’s better to
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Hi, beforee you continu
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h
odeeagles.com/books/web
bdesigning

Now you can go on.
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INNTERNEET AND THE WEEB

Internet

Intern
net
Internet is a network
k of networkks or a colleection of com
mputers or networking devices
d
connnected
together.

The web
w
The web can also be called the World
W
Wide Web
W (WWW
W).
i a collectioon of informaation stored on networkeed computerrs over the world.
w
The web or WWW is
C)
The web standards arre setup the World Widee Web Consoortium (W3C
W are:
W3C's loong term goaals for the Web





Universal Acccess: To make
U
m
the Weeb accessiblle to all by promoting technologies
t
s that
taake into account the vasst differencees in culturee, languagess, education,, ability, maaterial
reesources, and
d physical liimitations off users on alll continents;
Semantic Web : To develop a softw
ware environnment that peermits each user to makke the
best use of th
he resources available onn the Web;
W of Trusst: To guide the Web's development
Web
d
t with carefuul considerattion for the novel
n
leegal, commeercial, and soocial issues rose
r
by this technology.
t

Intern
net and th
he web
Every maany people surf
s the internet using thheir computeers or mobille phones annd a web broowser
these are known as clients. Surfinng is the proocess of lookking at differrent things frrom the interrnet
A web client is any computer thhat requests for servicess from anothher computerr on the netw
work.
Services are requesteed from a weeb server.
A web seerver is a prrogram that waits for reequests from
m the web browser of thee client. Thee web
server prrovides threee major functtions
1. R
Receiving and
d respondingg to requestss from the cllient
2. Controlling
C
th
he access off the server
3. Monitoring
M
an
nd logging all
a access
Examples of web serrvers are Apaache, Netscaape web servver, Internet informationn server
With inteernet, we caan be able too access weebsites throuugh a URL, using a weeb browser. URL
(Universal Resourcee Locator orr Uniform Resource
R
Loocator) speccifies wheree you can find
fi a
resource on the web. Every web page has its own. URLs are sometim
mes called web
w addresses
A web page containss text, imagees, videos, maps,
m
etc.
l a book having
h
pages.
A websitte is a collecction of web pages. Just like
Web dessigning is the process off creating andd modifyingg web pages
H
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Internet

Advanttages of th
he internett
1. Innformation can
c easily bee shared throough online chatting,
c
viddeo calls, connferencing ettc.
2. Research
R
can easily be caarried out onn a particularr topic of stuudy without physical
p
m
movement.
3. Entertainmen
E
nt and edutainnment.
4. Online
O
learnin
ng or e-learnning
5. E-commerce
E

Disadvaantages off the intern
net
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Innternet has a lot of wronng and misleaading inform
mation.
Some informaation on the internet is pornographic
p
c.
V
Viruses
can easily
e
be shared over the internet
Itt promotes plagiarism.
T
Time
wastagee.

How too get intern
net
You havee to choose an
a Internet Service
S
Provvider dependiing on the;





Speed or band
dwidth
C
Cost
T
Type
of intern
net service, which
w
may be
b Dial up, DSL,
D
Cable, Satellite, 3G
G and 4G
H
Hardware
req
quired, whichh may be Moodem, Routeer, Network Interface Caard

After chooosing an In
nternet Servvice Providerr, the compaany will givve you set of
o instructionns on
how to tuurn on the co
onnection. If the processs is too com
mplicated, theey will send you a technnician
to turn on
o the conneection. Somee of the ISP
Ps in Ugandda are: MTN
N, AFRICEL
L, Roke spot and
others
When thee connection
n to internet is turned onn, you will open
o
the webb browser annd start to usse the
internet.

Gettingg and putting files on the interrnet
Some weebsites allow
w users to gett files from the
t internet or/and
o
put files on the innternet. For
example www.youtu
ube.com a poopular website for videoss.
Uploadin
ng
Uploadinng is the proccess of sendiing files from
m your compputer to the internet.
i
Downloaading
Downloaading is the process
p
of coopying files from the internet to youur computer or
o any storagge
device. Downloading
D
g sometimes requires speecial softwarre called Downloaders, especially
e
iff
speed is the
t required. For example Internet Download
D
M
Manager
(IDM
M), YouTubee Downloadder
(YTD) ettc.
HTML5 AND
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The files are usually:: software, documents,
d
p
programs,
im
mages, videoss and attachm
ments. Somee
f and otheers are not.
files are free

Web brrowser
A web browser
b
is a software application that processses HTML documents and renders web
pages baased on the contents
c
of those docum
ments. In briief it’s usedd for viewingg web pagess and
other doccuments of the
t web. Theere are very many web browsers,
b
som
me are listedd below. Youu can
downloadd them for frree and use them.
t
1. G
Google Chrom
me (http://w
www.google.ccom/chromee)
2. Mozilla
M
Fireffox (http://ww
ww.mozilla..org/firefox/nnew)
3. Microsoft
M
Intternet explorrer
(hhttp://window
ws.microsofft.com/en-US
S/internetexpplorer/downnloads/ie)
4. Opera
O
(http:///www.opera.com)
5. Safari (http:///www.apple..com/safari)
6. Microsoft
M
edg
ge – it’s a neew web brow
wser from Microsoft
M

Basic parts
p
of a web
w browsser

An exam
mple of intern
net explorer
1. N
Navigation buttons
b
N
Navigation
bu
uttons are ussed to backw
ward and forw
ward to webbpages. Afterr clicking onn a
liink that takess you to a seecond webpaage, you can click on thee back buttonn and it takess

H
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Internet

back to the firrst webpage. Then you can
c still clickk on the forw
ward button to go back too the
seecond page.
A link is som
mething that you
y click on and it takes you to a diffferent webppage. Usuallyy
thhey are text links
l
that aree blue in color and underrlined.

2. T
Tabs
T
Tabs
allow th
he user to open multiple web pages inn the same web
w browserr.
3. Address
A
bar
A
Address
bar show
s
the webb address orr URL of a particular
p
weebpage that is showing inn the
brrowser.
4. Search bar
U
Used
for searrching for infformation frrom websitess by enteringg key terms that
t you are
loooking for. This
T search bar
b sends youur search quuery to a searrch engine thhat looks forr
innformation th
hat is relatedd to your seaarch query frrom all serveers in the woorld and retuurns a
liist of differen
nt websites with
w related informationn to the brow
wser if found. If you don’’t
liike the resultts, you can trry a differennt search queery.
T
Types
of searrch engine coommonly ussed today
a. Goog
gle(www.google.com)
b. Bing
g(www.bing.com)
c. Yaho
oo(www.yahhoo.com)
d. Ask(www.ask.coom)
5. F
Favorites or Bookmarkss
T
These
help ussers to store addresses off web pages that usuallyy visit or findd important to
t
thhem. Instead
d of knowingg the addresss to a particuular webpagee, the user caan add it to
bookmarks orr favorites annd later on when
w
he or shhe wants to visit the webbpage, just clicks
c
onn the link on
n the bookmark or favoriite section.
6. Refresh
R
buttton
T button causes the weebpage to bee reload when clicked onn. This can be
This
b done whenn the
w
webpage
does not fully looad or it has changes maade to it that you are not seeing.
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An exam
mple of resultts returned bby google.
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URL is divided
d
into parts
p




The protoco
T
ol– sets of rules
r
that govern
g
comm
munication and exchange data bettween
coomputers ov
ver a networkk. E.g. http:/// , https:// orr ftp
H
Host
name or
o domain name
n
– a uniique name for
fo every sitee. Often startts with www
w and
att least a dot before
b
the ennd. On the riight is a top level domaiin name e.g.
.ccom for com
mmercial
.ggov for goveernment
.oorg for organ
nizations
.u
ug for Ugand
dan websitess
.aac.ug for acaademic instittutions in ugganda
.eedu for educcational orgaanizations
D
Domain
names are transllated into Innternet Protoocol (IP) adddresses by thhe Domain Name
N
System (DN
NS) then IP addresses are translatted to Meddia Access Control (M
MAC)
adddresses by the Address Resolution Protocol (A
ARP)

Domaain name





DN
NS

IP addresss

ARP

MAC address

File path – usually
F
u
A hieerarchical list of folders in
i which a web
w page of file
f resides
F name – The
File
T name off the file to be
b loaded
E
Extension
– the
t file’s filee extension, typically .httm or .html.

Note:
1. Somee URLs are given
g
to userrs without thhe protocol or/and www
w. If the protoocol or/and www
w
is misssing in URL
L, the web browser
b
autoomatically addds them.
http:://www.codeeeagles.com is the samee as http:///codeeagles..com, www
w.codeeagless.com
and also
a codeeag
gles.com
2. Somee URLs are given to useers without the file nam
me and extennsion. This is
i usually doone if
the diirectory or folder
fo
containns a file thatt was saved as
a index.htm
ml or default..html.
3. Somee websites have file exteensions that are not .htm
m or .html forr example .aasp, .php, .jspp and
otherrs. Such web
bsites/web paages are out of the scopee for this couurse.
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Workiing of thee web
1.
2.
3.
4.

The web information is sttored in webb pages that make
T
m
up a website.
w
T website is
The
i stored on a computer called
c
a webb server.
T web serv
The
ver waits for request from
m the web cllient over thee internet.
U
Using
interneet and a webb browser, thhe computer called a weeb client requuests for serrvices
frrom a web seerver using a specific UR
RL or a searrch query.
5. The
T web serv
ver responsess to the cliennt’s request.
Question
n
a) C
Computer A requests
r
for resources annd Computerr B providess the resourcces to A. Idenntify
w
which
of the computers
c
iss a server annd which is a client.
b) Why
W is your computer/de
c
esktop/laptopp not fit to be called a web server?
c) What
W is chatting?

H
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HTML
HTML is the acronym for Hypertext Markup Language. It is used for structuring web pages
In HTML, the document is structured into elements, marked up by tags that are keywords
contained in pairs of angle brackets. Most elements have a start tag and end tag. Tags are always
enclosed in angle brackets <…> and the end tag always includes a forward slash before the tag
name. Tags may also have attributes that are further used to modify the tages. The attributes
may also have values.
Note
1. One webpage can be created using html, the process is called web designing.
2. Web designing requires dedication, patience and practice to master.

Elements
An element is a pair of tags (opening and closing tags), attributes and its contents. The pair of
tags that make up an element are case insensitive, which means that the tags can be lower case,
uppercase or mixed.
If a tag name is miss typed, the tag is ignored.
The tagname is: p
The start tag is: <p>
The content is: Hello MIT.
The end tag is: </p>

Syntax of an element
The syntax for an element using an attribute looks like this:
<tagname attribute="value">content</tagname>
Sample of how to create code for a paragraph of text to be right aligned on the page:
<p align="right">This is what will be displayed on the page but on the right one side.</p>

Types of elements
There are two types of elements.
1. Inline elements
Occupy only the required width to accommodate the content. For example a, b, span,etc.
2. Block elements
Occupy the entire width irrespective of the size of the content inside them. They start on
a new line and force other element to also start on a new line For example the following
elements: Table, p, div, ul, ol, h1 – h6
HTML5 AND CSS3 by www.codeeagles.com
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Basic structure of html
Each document is structured into two parts - <head> and <body>.
The head contains the information which is information about the document that is not generally
displayed with the document, such as its <title>.
The body contains the actual text that is made up of paragraphs, lists, and other elements. The
contents of the body are displayed in a browser window.
The required elements are:





<html></html> encloses the entire document and defines it as HTML document.
<head></head> comes after the opening <html> tag and contains the <title>.
<title></title> contains the name of the document and must be enclosed by <head> tags.
<body></body> contains all the rest of the document.

The elements are arranged as shown below to create a web page
<html>
<head>
<title>Starting web designing</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Hello My Students</h1>
</body>
</html>

An element may have another element inside it. The opening and closing tag of the element
inside should be inside the opening and closing tag of outer element. This is referred to as
nesting i.e.
<h1>Hello Students <i>of MIT</i></h1>
Whenever a block element is nested into another, it is good practice to indent the element since it
makes your code organized and easy to read, this is done using the tab key.
For example
<div>
<h1>This is a heading</h1>
</div>
Since we know something about html, let’s redefine webpage.
Webpage is a digital document that is created using hypertext markup language (HTML) and can be
accessed using a web browser.
HTML5 AND CSS3 by www.codeeagles.com
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Document type declaration
A doctype indicates the version of X/HTML used.
It should always be the first line in the html document.

Versions of doctype





Transitional, which is forgiving. It’s the default when the basic structure of html is used.
Strict, which is not forgiving. Requires using standards.
Frame set, which is used when the page has frames.
HTML5
<!DOCTYPE html>

Apart from HTML5doctype, other DOCTYPES are very hard to master and type manually; one
way to use them is to keep a text file of declarations so that you can quickly insert them.
The second is to create a web page template containing the DOCTYPE, document structure, and
tag information you usually need; when you need a new page, open the template, and then save it
under a different name.
The third way is to use an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that automatically adds
them for example dream weaver.
HTML5 is a standard web developers are embracing everywhere.
We are going to use html5.

HTML5 document structure
Below is the html5 document structure
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8">
<title>Untitled Document</title>
</head>
<body>
Content goes here
</body>
</html>

The document structure can work without some elements like title, meta, head but it’s not good
to do that.

HTML5 AND CSS3 by www.codeeagles.com
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Creatiing your website
Website designing or creationn involves a number of
o phases which
w
incluude: Inform
mation
gatheringg, Planning, Design, Devvelopment, Testing,
T
Dellivery and Maintenance.
M
We shall mainly
m
concrete on the desig
gn phase.
On a window
ws machine web
w pages caan be createdd and viewedd without insstalling any other
1) O
sooftware. Win
ndows has Notepad
N
as ann editor and internet expplorer as a brrowser.
2) Create
C
a foldeer that will contain
c
all files of your website.
w
Steps for creaating a folder on a windoows machinee







Click the window
ws start buttton and theen click com
mputer or hoold the winndows
button
n and press E ( + E)
Choosse a directoory where yoou want to store your website. Doo not choose the
directory where thhe operating system is innstalled (usually called C)
C
Open the directoryy
Right click insidee the directoory, a dialogg box will apppear.
Go to
o new then click foldeer or hold thhe control button,
b
hold the
t shift buttton and theen press N (Ctrl
(
+ Shiftt + N)
Windo
ows createss a new follder with thhe default name “New
w
Folderr” and displaays an edit box
b around the
t name so that you cann
chang
ge it.
Type the name foor the folderr (for exampple, Websitee), and presss
the EN
NTER key too apply the name.
n

Open the textt editor and create a new
w file in the editor. Therre are very many
m
html edditors
3) O
annd IDEs. In
n this book we
w shall be using noteppad but youu use others like Notepaad++,
D
Dream
weaveer UltraEdit, PSPad, Apttana Studio, Atom, Kom
modo, Sublim
me Text, etc.
Opening noteepad
O
For windows
w
7 and
a earlier versions,
v
Click the Startt button, clicck All Progrrams,
click Accessories
A
, and then click Notepadd. A Notepaad window opens,
o
contaaining
a new
w, blank text document.
For windows
w
8 annd newer verrsions, Clickk the start scrreen and thee click noteppad or
you caan search forr it.

A
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Type the basic html5 structure in the editor.

You can add some elements and content
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4) Save the file in your folder with a.htm or .html extension.
Saving a file in notepad
 Click the File menu, and then click Save. The Save As dialog box appears
 Navigate to the folder for your website.
 Open the Save As Type drop-down list and choose
All Files instead of Text Documents.
 Select the contents of the File Name text box if any,
and type index.html over the selection, replacing it.
 Click Save.

File naming conversion







Do not use spaces in file names
Use short file names when possible
Avoid special characters and punctuation e.g. /,*, &, ?, >, < and %
Use only alphanumeric characters i.e. letters, numbers, underscore and dot.
Avoid uppercase letters
Be consistent with file extensions (.htm or html)
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5) Open your website folder, Right click the index.html file, click Open With, and then click
Internet Explorer or any other browser install on the computer. If you typed the same
content as the one above, you should be seeing the following in your browser.

List of elements and their description
These are the most commonly used elements

Anchor
Syntax: <a> … </a>
The a(for “anchor”) element provides links to an external resource or to an internal link within a
document.
This element will be covered in depth in next sections.

Bold
Syntax: <b> … </b>
The b element displays the included text in bold. This is a “physical element” in the sense that it
is associated specifically with displaying text in a bold font, even though the actual appearance
may depend on the browser and computer used. The strong element can also be used to make to
bold. It is recommended to use strong instead of b. Syntax <strong>…</strong>

Break
Syntax: <br /> or <br>
The break element inserts a break (line feed) in the text. Multiple breaks can be used to insert
multiple blank lines between sections of text. The break element has no end tag because it
encloses no content. It is called a self-closing tag.
HTML5 AND CSS3 by www.codeeagles.com
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Center
Syntax: <center> … </center>
The center element causes displayed text to be centered on the computer screen.

Underline
Syntax: <u> … </u>
The underline element causes displayed text to be underlined on the computer screen.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>bold, break, center and underline</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8">
</head>
<body>
This word is <b>bold</b>, <u>underline</u><br/><center>Centered</center>
</body>
</html>

Image
The img element provides a link to an image to be displayed within a document. The image is
stored in a separate file, perhaps even at another Web address, the location of which is provided
by the src attribute.
This element will be covered in depth in next sections.

Paragraph
Syntax: <p>…</p>
The p element marks the beginning and end of a paragraph of text content. Note that HTML does
not automatically indent paragraphs. Rather, it separates paragraphs with an empty line, with all
the text aligned left.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Paragraph</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8">
</head>
<body>
<p>Paragraph one</p>
<p>Paragraph two</p>
</body>
</html>
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Headings
Syntax: <hn>…</hn>
Up to six levels of headings (for n ranging from 1 to 6) can be defined, with decreasing font sizes
as n increases from 1 to 6.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>headings</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
</head>
<body>
<h1>Heading one</h1>
<h2>Heading two</h2>
<h3>Heading three</h3>
<h4>Heading four</h4>
<h5>Heading five</h5>
<h6>Heading six</h6>
</body>
</html>

Horizontal rule
Syntax: <hr/> or <hr>
The horizontal rule element draws a shaded horizontal line across the screen. It does not have an
end tag.

Italic
Syntax: <i>…</i>
i element forces the included text to be displayed in italics. The actual appearance may depend
on the browser and computer used. The em element can also be used. It is recommended to use
em. Syntax: <em>…</em>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>horizontal rule and italic</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
</head>
<body>
THIS CONTENT HAS A HORIZONTAL RULE BELOW IT AND THE WORD <i>ITALIC</i> IS IN
ITALIC<hr/>
</body>
</html>
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Preserve
Syntax: <pre> … </pre>
The default behavior of HTML is to collapse multiple spaces, line feeds, and tabs to a single
space. This destroys some of the text formatting that you may wish to preserve in a document,
such as tabs at the beginning of paragraphs. The pre element forces HTML to recognize multiple
spaces, line feeds, and tabs embedded in text. This may not always be appropriate, but as line
feeds and other text placement conventions are recognized, pre is very useful for embedding
programming code examples within an HTML document.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>preserve</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
</head>
<body>
<pre>
*
*
** **
******
** **
*
*
</pre>
</body>
</html>

Strike
Syntax: <s>…<s/> or <strike>…</strike>
The <s> or <strike> element is used to draw a horizontal line through the text on which it’s
applied which means that something is no longer relevant.
<head>
<title>strike</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
</head>
<body>
<h2>EKICOMANDO</h2><hr/>
<p>The price has been xut<b><strike>2,000 Ugshs</strike></b> to <b>1,950 Ugshs</b></p>
<h4>Come and buy now, do not miss this OFFER</h4>
</body>
</html>
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Subscript
The <sub> element is used for subscripts. A subscript is a small letter slightly below another
letter like O2, H2O etc.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Subscript</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
</head>
<body>
<p>The chemical formula for water is H<sub>2</sub>O and that of oxygen is O<sub>2</sub>.
What about that of carbon dioxide?</p>
</body>
</html>

Supscript
The <sup> element is used for superscripts. A superscript is a small letter slightly above another
letter like 1st, 2nd, 3rd etc.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Supscript</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
</head>
<body>
<p>This is so funny, two twins were born on different days and years. One was born on
31<sup>st</sup>/12/2015 11:59 pm and the other was born on 01<sup>st</sup>/01/2016 12:00 am</p>
</body>
</html>
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Question
Using the html elemen
nts listed abovve, write html code to displlay the contennt below on a web page.

Audio and
a video
Syntax: <audio
<
src="…"
" ></audio
o>and <videoo src="…"><
</video>
The audio element iss used to embbed audio annd the video element is used
u
to embeed videos. Thhese
are HTM
ML5 elementss. Some of thhe used attriibutes are:
Attribu
ute
controlss
autoplayy
src
loop
poster

Descrip
ption
Causes control paneel to be displayed
Causes audio or viddeo to play automatically
a
y
Specifiees the locatioon of the filee
Causes audio or viddeo to play over
o
and over.
Shows an image beefore the videeo plays

<body>
<p>Audio<</p>
<audio srcc="audio/Gradu
uation Song.mp3" autoplay controls></aud
c
dio>
<p>Videoss</p>
<video src="videos/Tomorrow will com
me.mp4" controls></video>
</body>

Not all thee videos and audios formaats are supportted by all broowsers. Try too use mp4 andd mp3.
A
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Comments
Comments are very important in a web page for the following reasons:
 Easy understand of closing and opening tags
 Notes may be added providing explanation to elements and documents
 Help the web designer to remember what the code does in case he revisits it after months
Comments are not shown to the user by the browser

Syntax of a comment
After the opening angle bracket, an exclamation mark and two hyphens signify the beginning of
a comment.
A space should appear after the opening comment code, as well as before the closing comment
code.
The comment is closed with two hyphens and a closing angle bracket.
<!- - This is an html comment -->
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Special characters
These are characters that cannot be typed using the keyboard or characters that are used to escape
html entities.
It’s hard to display less than sign (<) and then greater than sign (>) on a web page because these
signs used to define tags.
Special characters are represented in two ways:



&entity_name;
&#entity_number;

There are many special characters but these listed below are the most commonly used.
Appearance
&
<
>
"
©
®
™

Entity name
&amp;
&lt;
&gt;
&quot;
&copy;
&reg;
&trade
&nbsp;

Entity number
&#38;
&#60;
&#62;
&#34;
&#169;
&#174;
&#8482;
&#160;

Description
Ampersand
Less than
Greater than
Double quotation
Copyright
Registered trademark
Trademark
Nonbreaking space

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Subscript</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
</head>
<body>
<p>Copyright &copy; 2016, All rights reversed by codeeagles</p>
</body>
</html>

Question
Write down the html code to display the html5 document structure on a web page
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White space
Vertical white space or blank lines inserted into lines of code by pressing the ENTER key do
NOT create vertical white space when the page displays in the browser.
To create a blank line that will display when you view a page in the browser, use: <br>called
break
Horizontal white space within a line of text inserted into code by hitting the space bar or tab key
on the keyboard does not work. It will show blank spaces in your code view but the blank space
will not display when the page is viewed in the browser.
To add horizontal white space that will display when you view a page in the browser, use the
character entity code: &nbsp; called non breaking space.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Subscript</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
</head>
<body>
<p>Failure to plan
is planning to fail.</p>
<p>Before any thing else, preparation is the key to success.</p>
<p>Practise
makes perfect.</p>
<p>If we don't discipline our selves, <br/>the world will do it for us</p>
<p>If you don't change,&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; change will change you.</p>
</body>
</html>
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Links
Links are a piece of text (or a picture) on a Web page, which when clicked on will automatically
to a take you to a different page, a different part within the same page, a different
website, launch application or download a file. When you move the mouse pointer over a
hyperlink, it changes to the shape of a hand.
A link is specified using the anchor tag (<a>). Anything between the opening < a > tag and the
closing < /a > tag becomes part of the link that users can click in a browser.
For example
<a href=”URL”>Gallery</a>
Links have very many attributes that can be added. The most important is hypertext reference
(href); this tells the browser where to find information to which you are linking to.

Types of links or URL or Hyper links
1. Absolute links
2. Relative links

Absolute links
Absolute links are those that include the entire pathname. They are mostly used when linking to
pages or sites that are not part of your own web site. For example if you want to create a link to
direct the user to codeeagles’ website the link would be written as follows
<a href=”http://www.codeeagles.com/projects/”>Building your project</a>

Relative links
Relative links are those that do not include the entire pathname. They usually exclude the domain
name of the site. The path name used is relative to the current page. They are mostly used when
linking to pages in your own web site like the ones you are going to be designing.
Relative URLs within a website are automatically converted into Absolute URLs by the browser
One advantage of relative URLs over absolute URLs is that the website files can be transferred
to another location without breaking the links.

Appearance of links
By default links have colors they appear in according to their status and these are:
Status
Unvisited
Visited
Active

Color
Blue
Purple
Red

In all the above status, the links are underlined.
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Way of creating links
1. Link to another page.
Syntax: <a href="{URL of Web page}">{description of linked Web page}</a>
2. Link within a page.
For very long web pages, it is possible to make internal links within the document. This
makes it easy for a user to read specific sections hence increasing the usability of the
website.
Syntax: <a href="{#internal link name}">{description of target position}</a>
…
<x id="{internal link name}">{target text}</x>
This is the text that is being referenced.
X can be any element as long as it has an id attached to it e.g paragraph, div, h1 etc.
3. Link to email address.
Syntax: <a href="mailto:{e-mail address}">{description of recipient}</a>
4. Link to download a file.
This is just like creating a link to another page

Syntax: <a href="{URL of the file}">{description of file}</a>
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Structure of a website and linking
For big websites, it’s very important to organize your web pages into folders. When linking to
web pages within your website you can use relative links.
Suppose you are working on a website that is found in a folder called website. Website contains
index.html page, gallery folder. The gallery folder contains giveaway.html, birthday.html and
parents folder. The parents’ folder contains dad.html and mum.html

Creating a link from:
1. index.html to giveaway.html
<a href=”gallery/giveaway.html”>A Link to giveaway page</a>
2. birthday.html to giveaway.html
<a href=”giveaway.html”>A Link to giveaway page</a>
3. mum.html to birthday.html
<a href=”../birthday.html”>A Link to birthday page</a>
4. dad.html to index.html
<a href=”../../index.html”>A Link to the index page</a>
Question
What about a link from
a) dad.html to mum.html?
b) index.html to dad.html?
c) index.html to mum.html?
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Images
Images are widely used to beautify web pages but having many within your web page slows it
down.
An image can be inserted to a webpage by using the <img> tag. For example
<img src=”images/photo.jpg” alt=”joseph” />
This has an attribute of src(source) which is the path to where the image is located plus the image
name and image extension. So the image is found in a folder called images, its name is photo
with an extension jpg

Image formats
The most commonly used formats are:
1. JPG – Joint Photographic Group
2. PNG – Portable Network Graphics
3. GIF – Graphics Interchange Format
Another attribute being alt (alternative), is a very important attribute to images because:




If the browser cannot display the image, this text alternative will be shown instead.
Web users with visual impairments often use software called a screen reader to read a
page to them therefore alt text describes the image.
Search engines can’t index images but index the alt text of the images.

Structure of a website and images
Suppose in the previous structure a new folder called images was added which contains photo1.png and
photo2.jpg as shown below.
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Inserting photo1.png on
1. index.html
<img src=”images/photo1.png” alt=”photo1”/>
2. birthday.html
<img src=”../images/photo1.png” alt=”photo1”/>
3. dad.html
<img src=”../../images/photo1.png” alt=”photo1”/>

Image attributes
Width, height, align, title

Description of attributes
Attribute
Align

Width

Height
Title

Description
Aligns image horizontally.
Values are center, right, left, justified and char
Example <img src=”…” alt=”…” align=”left”>
Specifies image width in pixels (width="140") or as a percentage of
the window or parent element width (width="80 %").
Values are pixels or percentage
Example <img src=”…” alt=”…” width=”50%”>
Specifies image height in pixels or percentage
Show the text within the title attribute of the image when the user
moves the cursor towards the image
Example <img src=”…” alt=”…” title=”my image” width=”50%”>

When height and width attributes are used on an image, they should be used with care. This is
because on change easy mess up with the proportionality of the image hence marking it
deformed.
Question
Tom wrote the following code to show an image on a web page of his client in Kasese.
<img src="../images/profile_picture.jpg" alt="Kato’s image" height="43px" width="25%">
Phionah saw the code from tom’s computer and told him it is not good to set both the width and
height of the image.
Defend Phionah’s suggestion.
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Lists
There are many reasons why you might want to add a list to your pages for example setting
instructions or rules and regulations for the students
There are three types of list that can be created
i) Ordered lists
ii) Unordered lists
iii) Definition lists

Ordered lists
An ordered list is one in which each item is preceded by a number or letter. For example a list of
students
Example one
1. Joseph
2. Philo
3. Ali
4. Joy
5. David

Example two
i. John
ii. Angelo
iii. Phionah
iv. Moses
v. Hamdan

Ordered list is contained inside the <ol> element. Each item in the list is then nested inside the
<ol> element and contained between opening <li> and closing </li> tags.
Adding an ordered list is as follows
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>ordered list</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
</head>
<body>
<ol>
<li>Item one</li>
<li>Item two</li>
<li> Item three</li>
</ol>
</body>
</html>
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Ordered list types attribute

The default list type in an ordered lists is numbers but it can be changed to other types like
letters, roman numerals etc. This is done by adding a type attribute to the <ol> tag. For example
changing <ol> to <ol type=”A”> will make the list to be preceded with uppercase alphabetical
letters.
The table below shows other values for the type attribute
Value of the type attribute
1
A
a
I
i

Description
Numbers (the default)
Uppercase alphabets
Lowercase alphabets
Uppercase roman numerals
Lowercase roman numerals

List appearance
1, 2, 3, 4, …
A, B, C, D, …
a, b, c, d, …
I, II, III, IV, …
i, ii, iii, iv, …

Ordered list start attribute

With start attribute, you can specify the start of the ordered list
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>ordered list</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
</head>
<body>
<ol type="a" start="4">
<li>Item one</li>
<li>Item two</li>
<li> Item three</li>
</ol>
</body>
</html>

Unordered lists
Unordered list is one in which each item is preceded by a bullet. For example a list of students
Example one
 Joseph
 Willy
 Tom
 Joy
 Jane

Example two
 John
 Angelo
 Phionah
 Moses
 Sarah

Unordered list is contained inside the <ul> element. Each item in the list is then nested inside the
<ul> element and contained between opening < li > and closing < /li > tags.
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Adding an ordered list is as follows
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>uordered list</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
</head>
<body>
<ul>
<li>Item one</li>
<li>Item two</li>
<li> Item three</li>
</ul>
</body>
</html>

Unordered list types attribute

The default list type in unordered lists is disc. Other types are square, circle

Definition lists
The definition list is a special kind of list for providing terms followed by a short text definition
or description for them. Definition lists are contained inside the <dl> element. The <dl> element
then contains alternating <dt> and <dd> elements. The content of the <dt> element is the term
you will be defining. The <dd> element contains the definition of the previous <dt> element.
For example
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head><title>definition list</title></head>
<body>
<dl>
<dt> Unordered List </dt>
<dd> A list of bullet points. </dd>
<dt> Ordered List </dt>
<dd> An ordered list of points, such as a numbered set of steps. </dd>
<dt> Definition List </dt>
<dd> A list of terms and definitions. </dd>
</dl>
</body>
</html>

Nesting Lists
One list can be nested into the other. If the lists
are of the same type, the default type of the nested
list will automatically change unless specify.
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Tables
Tables are very useful for presentation of tabular information as well as a boon to creative
HTML, authors who use the table tags to present their regular Web pages, despite using tables
for layout are not recommended.
A table must at least be made up of these elements: <table>, <tr>, <td>. It may also contain
<caption>, <thead>, <tbody>, <tfoot>, <th>, <col>, <colgroup> and attributes like colspan,
rowspan, scope, headers and sortable.
The table tag<table>is a container for every other tag used to create a table in HTML. The
opening and closing table tags should be placed at the beginning and end of your table.
The tr tag <tr> stands for table row. The opening and closing tr tags surround the cells for that
row.
The th tag <th> stands for table header. This is an optional tag used instead of the td tag, this tag
defines a cell containing header information. By default, the content in header cells is bolded and
centered.
The td tag stands <td> for table data and holds the actual content for the cell. There are opening
and closing td tags for each cell in each row.
You can include nearly any type of content in a table cell that you might include elsewhere on a
web page. This content should be typed in between the opening and closing td tags for the
appropriate cell.
All tags used to format that content should also be included between the td tags.
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Example
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8">
<title></title>
</head>
<body>
<table border=1>
<tr>
<td><b>Column one</b>, Row one</td>
<td>Column two, Row one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column one, Row <i>two</i></td>
<td>Column two, Row two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column one, Row three</td>
<td>Column two, <u>Row three</u></td>
</tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
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Attributes for table tags
Every tag in a table has its own attributes; these are added within the open tagsof the element(s)
Some attributes are listed below
Table attributes

border, align, width, height ,bordercolor, cellpadding, cellspacing, style
Table row attributes

align, width, height, style, bgcolor
Table data attributes

width, height, style, bgcolor, valign, align, rowspan, colspan

Description of attributes
Attribute
Align

Valign
Border

Bgcolor

Color
Width

Height
Colspan
Rowspan

Description
Aligns text horizontally. When align is specified in a tr element, its
value will be overridden if it is specified again within a td element
in that row.
Values are center, right, left, justified and char
Example <tr align=”left”>
Aligns text vertically.
Values are top, middle and bottom
Adds a border to the table and its cells. A value is optional. If it is
included, an additional colored border is added around the outer
boundary of the table.
Values are integers in pixels
Example <table border=”4”>
Sets the background color for a cell, row or table. When bgcolor is
specified in a tr element, its value will be overridden if it is
specified again within a td element in that row.
Values are color names, rgba, rgb, 3 hexadecimal, 6 hexadecimal
color codes
Example <td bgcolor=”blue”>
Sets the color for a cell, row or table
Example <table color=”#00ff00”>
Specifies table or cell width in pixels (width="140") or as a
percentage of the window or parent element width (width="80 %").
Values are pixels or percentage
Example <table width=”50%”>
Specifies table or cell height in pixels or percentage
Specifies the number of columns to merge
Specifies the number of rows to merge
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Cellspaccing

Cellpaddding

Defiines spacing between cellls in a table.
Valuues are integers in pixelss
Exam
mple <table cellspacing=
=”5”>
Defiines spacing between the content inn the cells annd the bordeer of
the cells
c
Valuues are integers in pixelss
Exam
mple <table cellpadding=
=”10”>

Visual differencce betwee
en cellpad
dding and
d cellspaciing
w the borderrs of that celll properly unless
u
When thee cell is not having any content it dooes not show
you put &nbsp;
&
in beetween the oppening and closing
c
td off that cell or use css.
<td></tdd> will not sh
how but <td>
>&nbsp;</tdd> will show
w. You can trry

Question
n
Write htm
ml code to creaate a table thaat has:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

One row and six columns
O
Five row and one
o column
T rows and four columnss
Two
Four rows and four columns
T
Three
rows and
d three colum
mns
H
HTML5
AND CSS3
C
by www
w.codeeagless.com
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Rowsp
pan and co
olspan mo
ore expla
ained
Colspan

The colsppan attributee is used wheen a cell shoould span acrross more thhan one coluumn. The vallue of
the attribbute specifiess how many columns of the table a cell
c will spann across.
Steps to follow:
1. Write
W
the cod
de for the tabble before coolspan.
2. Count
C
the totaal number off columns inn the table.
3. Iddentify the taable row andd cell where you want too start from.
4. How
H many co
olumns do you want to span.
s
The nuumber shouldd not exceedd the total nuumber
of columns frrom where you
y want to start
s
from.
5. Go
G to the tab
ble data wheere you wannt the colum
mn span to sttart from, addd the numbber of
coolumns to sp
pan i.e. <td colspan=”3”
c
>
6. Delete
D
colum
mns in that tabble row lesss one by the number of columns
c
youu want to spaan i.e.
iff you want to
o span 3 coluumns, you have to deletee three minuus one.
7. Repeat
R
Step 3 if there aree more colum
mns to span.
Rowspan
n
The rowsspan attributte specifies the
t number of
o rows of thhe table a ceell will span across, the value
v
of the atttribute being
g the numberr of rows thee cell stretchees across.
Steps to follow:
1. Write
W
the cod
de for the tabble before rowspan.
2. Count
C
the totaal number off rows in thee table.
3. Iddentify the taable row andd cell where you want too start from.
4. How
H
many ro
ows do you want
w to spann. The numbber should noot exceed thee total numbber of
roows from wh
here you are starting from
m.
5. Go
G to the tab
ble data wherre you wantt the row spaan to start frrom, add thee number of rows
too span i.e. <ttd rowspan=
=”4”>
6. Delete
D
one by
y one row inn the followinng table row
w (tr) less byy one the num
mber of rows you
w
want
to span i.e. if you want
w
to spann 4rows, youu have to delete one by one table daata in
thhe following
g table rows three
t
times.
7. Repeat
R
Step 3 if there aree more rows to span.
Exaample of a roow and colum
mn spanned table
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To write html code that
t
was useed to create the table onn the last pagge you needd to first makke all
ds of the tablle. This is caan be done using
u
dotted lines.
lines to toouch the end

Then youu can follow the steps foor colspan annd row span.

APPLY
YING COLS
SPAN
Step Onee

H
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Step Two
T
Three
column
ns

Step Thrree

Step Fou
ur
T columnss
Two
A
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StepFivee

Step Six
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After deleting the ta
able cell/tab
ble data

Step seveen
R
Repeat
Step 3 to 7 if theree are more columns to sppan.
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AFTER SPANNING
G ALL THE
E COLUMN
NS

H
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APPLY
YING ROW
WSPAN
Step Onee

The image part with relationship ID rId72 was not found in the file.

Step Two
Four rows

A
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Step Thrree

Step Fou
ur
T rows
Two
Step Five
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Step Six

After deleting the ta
able cell/tab
ble data

The image part with relationship ID rId77 was not found in the file.

Step Seveen
Finished

A
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Question
Write html code that will be used to display the tables below
a)

b)

c)
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Forms
A web form is a web page that contains fields, areas in which a visitor can enter information or
select from a set of predefined options. When a visitor accesses the form, the browser displays
the web page as usual, including the form’s fields. The visitor can interact with the fields—for
example, by typing text into a text field, by selecting a check box or one option button in a group
of option buttons, or by choosing an item from a drop-down list. When finished with the form,
the visitor clicks a submit button that submits the form, usually by running a Common Gateway
Interface, or CGI, script written in a programming language such as Perl or php.
Forms may be created for different reasons, these might be:




Implement a logon form to ensure that all visitors to certain parts of your website had
registered (and perhaps paid a subscription)
Provide a signup form for an e-mail newsletter or a hard-copy catalog
Allow visitors to upload pictures or other files to you

Different parts of a form are called control elements. Control elements consist of the following:











Text fields
Password fields
File controls
Checkbox controls
Radio buttons
Button controls
Hidden control
Drop down list/Selection list
Text area controls
Field set

HTML 5








Number
Email
Telephone
Color
Range
Dates
Time

Most of these are designed using input element, the only difference is that the type attribute of
the input element is changed.
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Form syntax
The syntax is: <form parameters> ...control elements... </form>
The form’s parameters usually method and action tell the browser how and whereto send the
information to the server.

Form controls
Text fields
Text fields are perfected for collecting small amounts of text input from your visitors.
Syntax
<input name="" type="text" />

Password fields
Password fields are like the text fields but with password as value of the type attribute
Syntax
<input name="" type="password"/>
Using the password field for passwords prevents others users looking on your computer from
seeing what you are typing.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Text field and password field</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>Text field</p>
<input type="text" value="" name="" size="10"/>
<p>Password field</p>
<input type="password" maxlength="6" value="" name=""/>
</body>
</html>

Attributes



size: Sets the width, in terms of number of
characters, of the text field.
 maxlength: Defines the total number of
characters of input (including blank spaces)
that the text field can accept.
 value: Specifies a text string to be displayed
inside the text field as its default input.
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Text area controls
Text area control is used to create a multiline text field instead of a single line.
The size of the resulting control is established by assigning a numeric value to the element’s
rows and cols attributes. Rows correspond to the height of the control while Columns correspond
to the width of the control. If the amount of text that visitors enter exceeds the size of the control,
the browser will automatically display scroll bars.
For example
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Multi lineline</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>Textarea</p>
<textarea name="" rows="5" cols="30"></textarea>
</body>
</html>

File control
This control usually displays as a text field with a corresponding button that when clicked
displays a standard file dialog. Visitors can specify the file to upload by selecting it via this
dialog or by simply keying in the location of the file directly to the control’s text field.
A file control is created by setting the input element’s type attribute to file (input type= "File")
Syntax
<input type="file" name="…"/>
For example
<html>
<head>
<title>File control</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>Upload file</p>
<input type="file" name="" />
</body>
</html>
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Radio control
Radio controls are round buttons by default that are used to obtain a yes-no or true-false answer.
Users select a single option from a list of choices. When a group of radio buttons share the same
name, only one of them can be selected. Once one radio button has been selected, if the user
clicks another option, the new option is selected and the old one is deselected.
Syntax
<input type="radio" name="..."/>
For example
<html>
<head>
<title>Radio control</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>Select your sex</p>
<input type="radio" value="male" name="sex"/> Male
<br/>
<input type="radio" value="female" name="sex"/> Female
</body>
</html>

For an option of a radio button to appear
checked by default an attribute checked is added which is equated to checked

<input type="radio" value="female" checked="checked" name="sex"/> Female
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Checkbox control
Check boxes are rectangular shaped that allow a user to select one or more than one option. They
are similar to radio buttons in that they don't allow users to enter input but they can be turned on
and off by clicking on them.
Syntax
<input type="checkbox" name="..."/>

For example
<html>
<head>
<title>Checkbox</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>Select the programming language(s) you know</p>
<input type="checkbox" value="c"> C
<br/>
<input type="checkbox" value="c++"> C++
<br/>
<input type="checkbox" value="c#"> C#
<br/>
</body>
</html>

Retaining checkbox checked is also the same as a
radio button.

<input type="checkbox" checked="checked" value="c++"> C++
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Hidden control
One type of form control that you never see is the hidden control. As its name implies, this
control is kept hidden from the users.
Syntax
<input type="hidden" name="..." value="..."/>
For example
<html>
<head>
<title>Hidden control</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>hidden input</p>
<br/>
<input type="hidden" name="..." value="..."/>
</body>
</html>

Selection list
Selection list control are also known as a pull downs, select boxes or a drop downs. They are
rectangular shaped, allow the user to select one or more option from the defined list.
Syntax
<select name="">
<option value="Option1">Option1</option>
<option value="Option2">Option2</option>
<option value="Option3">Option3</option>
---</select>

For example
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Selection list</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>What is your best color?</p>
<select name="">
<option value="">Select</option>
<option value="blue">Blue</option>
<option value="green">Green</option>
<option value="red">Lead</option>
</select>
</body>
</html>
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HTML
L5 input fields
Number and range

The num
mber and rang
ge fields acccept number values. Theey have attribbutes like min,
m max and step.
The min attribute is the
t minimum
m number thhat should bee accepted, max
m is the maximum
m
nuumber
accepted and step is the
t number by
b which thee values incrrease or decrrease.
<
type=""number" />
Syntax: <input
<input type="rrange" name=
="..." min="...." max="..." step="..."
s
/>
Email, telephone and URL

The email, telephonee and URL fields
f
ensuree that only valid
v
email addresses,
a
tellephone num
mbers
and URL
Ls are enteered respecttively. A pllaceholder attribute
a
maay also be used to proovide
informatiion to guidee the user onn what to entter. Anotherr attribute is the pattern, which is ussed to
specify thhe format off the input.
Syntax: <input
<
type=""email" name=
="..."/>
<input type="ttel" name="...."/>
<input type="u
url" name="..."/>
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html langg="en">
<head>
nd telephone<//title>
<title>number, rangee, email, url an
<meta charset="UTF‐‐8">
<//head>
<body>
<p>Number</p>
45" step="2" pllaceholder="En
nter a number">
<input type="numbeer" name="" min="5" max="4
nge</p>
<p>Ran
<input type="range" min="0" max=="10" step="5"" name="">
mail</p>
<p>Em
<input type="email" name="">
<p>Urll</p>
<input type="url" name="">
<p>Tellephone</p>
<input type="tel" nam
me="">
<//body>
</html>

Color

Used to select
s
the color.
Syntax: <input
<
type=""color" name=
="..."/>
Data list
A data listt can be used with input fields, when thhe user starts typing
t
a
drop downn of related words
w
appearss and the user can select anny.

A
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Dates and time

Used for dates and time.
Syntax: <input type="time" name="..."/>
<input type="date" name="..."/>
<input type="datetime" name="..."/>
<input type="month" name="..."/>
<input type="week" name="..."/>

Field set
The fieldset element is used to group form controls. It may be used with a legend element that
provides caption for the enclosed controls.
Syntax:
<fieldset>
<legend>…</legend>
…
</fieldset>
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Fieldset</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8">
</head>
<body>
<fieldset>
<legend>Father</legend>
<p>Name</p>
<input type="text" placeholder="first name"/>
<input type="" placeholder="last name"/>
<p>Religion</p>
<input type="text">
</fieldset>
<fieldset>
<legend>Mother</legend>
<p>Name</p>
<input type="text"/>
</fieldset>
</body>
</html>
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Buttons
Buttons enable users to interact with a form. For example, to tell the browser you’re finished
filling out a form and are ready to process it, you might click a button labeled Submit. You can
create three types of buttons with HTML:


Submit buttons:
submits the form to the server-based script for processing
Syntax
<input type="submit" name="..." value="Send"/>



Reset buttons:
resets the form to its original values
Syntax
<input type="reset" name="..." value="Send"/>



Custom buttons:
Custom buttons display customformatted text, and/or graphics.
Syntax
<button type="...">...</button>
Type can be submit or reset and any element or text in between the opening and closing
tag of button.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Buttons</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>Enter name:</p>
<input type="text" value="" name=""/>
<p>Select your sex:</p>
<input type="radio" value="male" name="sex"/>Male<br/>
<input type="radio" value="female" name="sex"/>Female<br/><br/>
<input type="submit" name="send" value="Send"/>
<input type="reset" name="reset" value="Cancel"/>
</body>
</html>
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For the buttons
b
to wo
ork with otheer form conttrols, they must
m be nestedd in the form
m elements
For exam
mple
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html langg="en">
<head>
<title>Buttons</title>
<//head>
<body>
<form action="" method="">
<p>Enter naame:</p>
<input type=="text" value="" name=""/>
<p>Select yo
our sex:</p>
<input type=="radio" value="male" namee="sex"/>Male<br/>
<input type=="radio" value="female" nam
me="sex"/>Fem
male<br/><br/>
<input type=="submit" nam
me="send" valu
ue="Send"/>
<input type=="reset" namee="reset" valuee="Cancel"/>
m>
</form
<//body>
</html>

HTML5 form control attriibutes
Required
d

This is thhe simplest form
f
validattion, it emphhasizes that the
t form fielld should bee filled out before
b
clicking the
t submit button.
b
This attribute
a
cann be used on any form fieeld.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html langg="en">
<head>
<title>Required</title>
<//head>
<body bgcolor=
="#CCCCCC">
<form action="" method="">
<p>Enter naame:</p>
<input type=="text" name=="" required="rrequired" />
<p>Select yo
our sex:</p>
<input type=="radio" value="male" namee="sex"/>Male<br/>
<input type=="radio" value="female" nam
me="sex"/>Fem
male<br/><br/>
<input type=="submit" nam
me="send" valu
ue="Send"/>
<input type=="reset" namee="reset" valuee="Cancel"/>
m>
</form
<//body>
</html>
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Before clicking the submit button

After clicking the submit button

The message is shown if the button is clicked when the form field is empty.
Autocomplete

The autocomplete attribute enables last users input to be recalled in form field. It can be applied
to most of the <input> element form fields like text, email, url, password, range, color etc.
Autofocus

The autofocus enables an element to receive focus immediately when the page loads containing
that element. It can be applied to <input>, <textarea> and <button> elements.
Placeholder

A placeholder attribute may also be used to provide information to guide the user on what to
enter.
Pattern

The pattern attribute restricts the format of text to be filled in the form control.
For you to deal with this attribute perfectly, you much have some ideal about regular
expressions.
Let come up with the logic that we are going to use to create our format.
Assuming that everybody who is going to use our form has one name that does not go below 3
characters, maximum of 10 characters and the first letter must be a capital letter.
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Format
[A-Z]{1}[a-z]{2,9}
This means:
[A-Z]{1} can contain any capital letter but it should be one only
[a-z]{2,9} can be followed by any small letters in range of 2 to 9 only
Let add out patternto the name form field
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Required</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="#CCCCCC">
<form action="" method="">
<p>Enter name:</p>
<input type="text" name="" required pattern="[A‐Z]{1}[a‐z]{2,9}" />

<p>Select your sex:</p>
<input type="radio" value="male" name="sex"/>Male<br/>
<input type="radio" value="female" name="sex"/>Female<br/><br/>
<input type="submit" name="send" value="Send"/>
<input type="reset" name="reset" value="Cancel"/>
</form>
</body>
</html>

When a person enters any name that does not match the pattern, the browser will show a
message: Please match the requested format.
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The user may be shown the required format by using other attributes like the placeholder and
title or text near the form field.
<input type="text" name="" required pattern="[A‐Z]{1}[a‐z]{2,9}" title="Only one name is
required, First letter should be capital, the name should be in a range of 3 to 10 characters
only" />
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New html5 tags
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

<article>: Defines an article.
<aside>: Defines content alongside the main content.
<figure>: Defines related content, an example of use is photos or code listings.
<figcaption>: Defines the caption for your <figure> element.
<header>: Defines a header for the document or section.
<footer>: Defines a footer for the document or section.
<nav>: Defines a series of links used for navigation around the site.
<section>: Defines a section of content.
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CASCADING STYLE SHEETS (CSS)
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CSS
Describes the appearance, layout, and presentation of information on a web page (as opposed to
HTML, which describes the content of the page)
Describes how information is to be displayed, not what is being displayed

Style sheet and CSS rules
•

A style sheet consists of a set of rules.

•

Each rule consists of one or
more selectors and a
declaration block. A selector
represents with element(s) a
css rule belongs to.

•

A declaration block consists
of a list of declarations or
statements incurly braces ({}).

•

Each declaration consists of a property, a colon (:), a value, then a semi-colon (;).

Using a semicolon
In CSS, semicolons are used to separate multiple CSS statements on the same line. But if there is
only one statement in a rule (or in an inline style setting within an HTML tag), you can omit the
semicolon. However, to avoid hard-to-find CSS errors, you may prefer to always use a
semicolon after every CSS setting. If the semicolon that separates two or more statements is
missing, your browser will not display the styles of the attribute that is not separated by a semi
colon and next attribute that follows it.

Commenting in CSS
It is a good idea to comment your CSS rules, even if you only describe the main groups of
statements rather than all or most of them. You can do this intwo different ways. You can place a
comment within a pair of /* ... */ tags, like this:
/* This is a CSS comment */
Or you can extend a comment over many lines, like this:
/*
A Multiline
comment
*/
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CSS levels
There are five levels of style sheets


Inline style sheets: The styles are included in the HTML document.



Internal style sheets: The styles are included in the HTML document.



External style sheets: A style sheet defined in a separate file by the document with a .css
extension.



User style sheets: setting your own browser styles.



Default style sheets : set by the browser

Level precedence
When more than one level of style sheets are applied to a specific tag ina document, rules of
cascading order take over
 Inline has a high precedence, than internal


internal has a high precedence than external



External has a high precedence than User



User has a high precedence than default

This is the reason why it is called cascading.

Style inheritance
Style inheritance also plays a part in how styles are applied. Web pages have elements placed
within other elements (nested). An element that lies within another element is called a
descendant element. An element that contains another element is called the parent element.
Using the principle of inheritance in css, styles defined for each parent tag are transferred to its
descendants. You can override this inheritance by specifying a different style for the element's
descendants.

Applying style sheets to a document
Inline style
Inline styles do not separate the content from the description of its format; they are applied using
the style attribute within the opening tag of an element. To create an inline style, you add the
style attribute to the HTML tag. The style declaration must be enclosed within double quotation
marks. An inline style declaration consists of attribute or property names that specify such
features as the font size, color, and font type, followed by a colon and then the value of the
property. You can use multiple attributes separated by semicolons.
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General form:
style = “property_1:value_1; property_2:value_2; … “
Example
<html>
<head>
<title></title>
</head>
<body>
<p style="font‐size:20px; background‐color:#000; color:#fff">
Hello MIT
</p>
</body>
</html>

Internal style
Internal styles separate the description of the content from the content itself.
To create internal styles, you insert a <style> opening and closing tag within the head section of
your HTML file. Within the <style></style>tag, add CSS rules.
General form:
<style type =“text/css”>
selector: {style-property: property-value}
selector: {style-property: property-value}
...
</style>
Example
<html>
<head>
<title></title>
<style>
p{
font‐size: 10px;
color:blue;
}
h2{
background‐color: blueviolet;
text‐decoration: underline;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
…
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External styles
An external style sheet holds essentially the same information as an internal one, except an
external style sheet is contained its own text file and then referenced from within the web page.
It is the method preferred by professional Web designers.
To create styles that apply to an entire Web site, you need to create a text file containing your
style declarations that is saved with .css extension, and then create a link to that file in each page
of the Web site using a <link> element. You should specify the link attributes, such as href, rel,
and type. In order to link a style sheet, the value of the href attribute should be the “URL” of the
linked document, the value of the rel attribute should be “stylesheet” and the value of the type
attribute should be “text/css”.
Another way to link a style sheet is to use the @import command, which accesses the style sheet
definitions from another file. To use @import with your styles, you enclose the @import
command within the embedded <style> tags.
If you want to access a style sheet from within another style sheet, add the @import command to
your style sheet file. The @import command provides greater flexibility than the <link> tag
when working with multiple style sheets, but it has limited browser support.
Advantages of using external styles sheets over inline and internal style sheets




Separate pages can all use the same styles.
Modifying a single style-sheet file makes changes to styles across an entire website (or to
a portion of one).

General form
<linkhref="URL" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css">
Or
<style type="text/css">
@import (URL);
</style>
Example
Assuming the css file is the folder/directory with the html file.
Create a file and save it with [any name].css, within the file add the following css rules.
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You can save it as styles.css
p{
font‐size: 10px;
color:blue;
}
h2{
background‐color: blueviolet;
color:red;
}

Then create the html file and save with [any name].html
<html>
<head>
<title>Learning</title>
<link type="text/css" rel="stylesheet" href="styles.css"/>
</head>
<body>
<h2>Hello MIT</h2>
<p>
This is how we do it
</p>
</body>
</html>

Div and span
Before we go dip into CSS we have to know the difference between div and span because they
are widely used to create sections which are used to applyCSS on elements.
Div is used for divisions or grouping of content while span is used for word(s) that appear inline.
By default, div is a block element and span is an inline element.
For example
A div can be used for group of other elements like paragraphs, headings, lists and others and
span can be used for a word or sentence with in those elements.
Syntax: <div>…</div>
<span>…</span>
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Selectors
Selector is the means by which you access one or more elements on a web page
Selectors may be grouped together or combined to form relationships for the purpose of applying
style. When you want to apply the same style to a collection of elements, group the selectors to
form a selector list. Items of the list are separated by a comma

Types of selectors
 ID selector
 Type selector
 Class selector
 Attribute selector
 Universal selector
 Descendant selector
 Child selector
 Pseudo selector
 Adjacent Sibling selector
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Universal selector
The * wildcard or universal selector matches any element, so the following rule will
make a complete mess of a document by giving a green border to all of its elements:
* { border:1px solid green; }
This is widely used in resetting or over writing all properties set by the user styles and default
styles
For example
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Learning</title>
<style>
*{
font‐size: 16px;
font‐family: monospace;
border:1px solid green;
padding:10px;
margin: 10px;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div>Hello world</div>
<p>Hello <b>uganda</b></p>
<p>Hello <span>M</span>IT</p>
</body>
</html>

Type selector
The type selector specifies the HTML element to style, such as <p> or <i>. It can also be called
tag selector.
For example, the following rule will ensure that all text within <p>...</p> tags is fully justified
and having a red backgroundcolor:
p{

text-align:justify;

background-color:red; }

All examples that we have been looking at are examples type/tag selector
p and h2 are tag or type selectors

p{
font‐size: 10px;
color:blue;
}
h2{
background‐color: blueviolet;
color:red;
}

ID selector
IDs must be unique; that is, no two elements can have the same ID. Once an element has an ID,
it can be referred to in a style sheet so that a style can be applied to the ID. Within the style
sheet, an ID is recognized by the # sign prefix.
If you give an element an ID (like this: <div id='mydiv'>), you can directly access it from CSS in
the following way, which changes all the text in the named element to italic:
<html>
<head>
<title>Learning</title>
<style>
#mydiv{
font‐style: italic;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div id="mydiv">
This is text in a div is made to italic using CSS.
</div>
<div>This div has no id attached to it</div>
</body>
</html>

Class selector
A class requires the creation of a unique class name, which is prefixed with a period (.) in a style
sheet.
If you give an element a class (like this: <div class='myclass'>), you can directly access it from
CSS in the following way, which changes all the text in the named element to italic:
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<html>
<head>
<title>Learning</title>
<style>
.my‐class{
font‐style: italic;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div class="my‐class">
This is text in a div is made to italic using CSS.
</div>
<div>This div has no id attached to it</div>
</body>

The difference between using class selector and ID selector is that many classes can be applied
on a single element each separated by a space.
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Descendant selector
Descendant selectors let you apply styles to elements that are contained within other elements.
For example, the following will make text inside a list element of an unordered list and in a span
tag appear in red but not the one of the ordered list.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Learning</title>
<meta charset=UTF‐8>
<style>
ul li span{
color: red;
font‐size:20px;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<p>This paragraph has a <span>span tag</span> but the span is not colored</p>
<ul>
<li>One</li>
<li>Two</li>
<li><span>Three</span></li>
<li>Four</li>
</ul>
<ol>
<li>One</li>
<li>Two</li>
<li><span>Three</span></li>
<li>Four</li>
</ol>
</body>
</html>
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Child selector
The child selector is similar to the descendant selector but is more constraining about when the
style will be applied—it selects only those elements that are direct children of another element.
For example, the following code uses a descendant selector that will change any italic text within
a div to red, even if the italic text is in another element within the div
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Learning</title>
<meta charset=UTF‐8>
<style>
divi{
color: red;
font‐size:20px;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div>
<p>Good teachers have <i>Knowledge</i> and share it will others</p>
<i>Good</i>
</div>
</body>
</html>

However, when more specific behavior is required, a child selector can be used to narrow the
scope of the selector. For example, making only the text in italics to red needs to use a child
selector. This is done by adding a greater than sign (>)


div>i means that the imust be a child of the div element only.



div> p >i means that the i must be a child of the p element and the p element must a child
of the div element only.

Changing the selector from divi to div >i will not color the italic text in the any other element.

<style>
div>i{
color: red;
font‐size:20px;
}
</style>
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Adjacent Sibling Selector
A sibling selector is similar to a child selector, except that rather than applying to parent and
child elements, it applies to elements that are at the same level and that follow one directly after
the other, with no other element between them (although text is allowed between them).
It comprises two or more selectors with a + symbol between each, like this:
i + b {color: red; }
This will make any bold text display in the color red, but only when it immediately follows an
element in italics. For example, the text between <b> and </b> in the following will be displayed
in red:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>Learning</title>
<meta charset=UTF‐8>
<style>
i + b{
color: red;
font‐size: 20px;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div>
<b>bold text, which will not display in red because it is there is not italic text above it</b>
This is text in a div.
<i>Here is some italic text.</i>
And back to the main text.
<b>bold text, which will display in red.</b>
<i>Here is some italic text.</i>
</div>
</body>
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The Attribute Selector
You can directly reference attributes in the following manner, which sets all elements with the
attribute type="submit" to a width of 100 pixels:
[type="submit"] { width:100px; }
If you wish to narrow down the scope of the selector to, for example, only form input elements
with that attribute type, you could use the following rule instead: form input[type="submit"] {
width:100px; }
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<html>
<head>
<title>Learning</title>
<style>
form input[type="text"]{
width: 95%;
text‐align: center;
}
form input[type="submit"]{
border‐radius: 5px;
background‐color: green;
color:white;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<form action="" method="">
<label>Enter Name</label><br/>
<input type="text" value="" name=""/><br/>
<label>Select sex</label>
<input type="radio" value="male" name=""/> Male
<input type="radio" value="female" name=""/> Female<br/>
<input type="submit" value="Send" name=""/>
<input type="reset" value="Cancel" name=""/>
</form>
</body>
</html>

Attribute selectors also work on IDs and classes, so, for example, [class="classname"] works
exactly like the class selector
Other attribute selectors are:
1. [att$="val"] Identifies the elements found by selectors that have an att attribute that
ends with a val string.
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2. [att^="val"] Identifies the elements found by selectors that have an att attribute that
begins
with a val string.
3. [att*="val"] Identifies the elements found by selectors that have an att attribute that
contains a val string.
Note
Selectors can be combined.
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Pseudo classes and pseudo elements
Pseudo-class
A pseudo-class is a classification of an element based on its status or its use. An example of a
pseudo-class is those links that have been previously visited by the user. Many Web sites
display previously visited links in a different color to help you keep track of where you have
been in a hypertext document. A style is added.

Pseudo-element
A pseudo-element is a classification of an element based on its content or position. An example
of a pseudo-element is the first letter of a heading. You may want to format a first letter in
another font or font size. With pseudo element, an element is added rather than styles
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8">
<title>Learning</title>
<style>
p:first‐letter{
font‐size: 16px;
color:white;
background‐color: black;
}
div:hover{
background: blueviolet;
color:white;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div>Hello world</div>
<p>Hello uganda</p>
<p>Hello MIT</p>
</body>
</html>
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Other pseudo elements and classes
Before, After, First line, Selecting selections, link, visited, focus, enabled, active,

Box model
Outside the box is the margin, inside this there is the border, then there is padding between the
border and the inner contents and finally the object’s contents.

Actual width and height
Actual width = content width + L/R padding + L/R border + L/Rmargin
Actual height = content height + T/B padding + T/B border + T/Bmargin
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Setting borders, margins and padding using short hand notation
Padding, margins and padding can be set individually for all sides that is left, top, bottom and
right. Padding properties are: padding-left, padding-right, padding-top and padding-bottom.
Margin properties are: margin-left, margin-right, margin-top and margin-bottom. Border
properties are: border-left, border-right, border-top and border-bottom.
There are four ways for setting borders, padding and margins using shorthand and these are:
Taking an example of setting padding for a paragraph or any other element.
1. Using one value
p{
padding: 10px;
}
This sets all sides of paragraph elements to 10px
2. Using two values
p{
padding: 10px 2px;
}
This sets top and bottom padding to 10px then sets left and right padding to 2px
3. Using three values
p{
padding: 4px 9px 2px;
}
This sets top padding to 4px, left and right padding to 9px and bottom to 2px
4. Using four values
p{
padding: 2px 0 10px 4px;
}
This sets top padding to 2px, right to 0, bottom to 10px and left to 4px
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<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8">
<title>Box model</title>
<style>
div{
background: green;
color:white;
width:200px;
padding:10px;
margin: 10px;
border: 1px solid #000;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div>
Hello world
</div>
</body>
</html>

The box model is seen when you right click an element in a browser, a dialog box appears then
select inspect element.

Question
What is actual width of element that has a width of 400px, padding right of 10px, padding left of
15px, border of 5px and margin of 11px.
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Font size measurements
Most commonly used font sizes are px, em, rem and %.Others that can be used are: pt, in, cm,
pc, mm, etc. The measurements are grouped into two and these are:
Relative:
 Em: means that the measurement/size of the element is taken in consideration with its
parent.
 Rem: means that the measurement/size of the element is taken in consideration with root
element. <html> is the root element. By default, the font size of the document is 16px.
 %: means that the measurement/size of the element is taken in consideration with its
parent
Absolute:
 Px: means that the measurement/size is fixed as specified.
These measurements can also be used on the width of an element.

Colors
Colors can also be specified by: Names, 3-digit hexadecimal, 6-digit hexadecimal codes, HSL / HSLA,
RGB / RGBA

3-digit hexadecimal color codes, the colors start from #000 to #FFF, the numbers 0 - F are
taken as hexadecimal numbers which are incremented by 1 to produce to 4096 color
combinations. This shows the 3-digit hexadecimal color codes of the form #RGB, all the colors
are generated through mixing red, green and blue which are the primary colors
6-digit hexadecimal color codes, are like 3-digit hexadecimal color codes but you can more
color combinations. For example #F12358 may not have its equivalent in 3-digit yet #060 has
#006600.
HSL, you must select Hue value, which is from 0 to 359, next you select the saturation level
value between 0 to 100% and lastly you select luminance which is also between 0 to 100%. For
example yellow background color is HSL(60, 100%, 40%);
HSLA, is like HSL but with A-Alpha representing opacity, which is from 0 to 1. For example
the yellow background color making is opacity 50% it becomes HSL(60, 100%, 40%, 0.5);
RGB, color values are between 0 to 255 used to represent the amount of Red, Green, Blue that
make up each color, also precentages may be used that is 0 - 100%. Forexample blue is RGB(0,
0, 255); or RGB(0%, 0%, 100%);
RGBA, its like RGB but with A-Alpha representing opacity. Forexample blue with 50% opacity
is RGBA(0, 0, 255, 0.5); or RGBA(0%, 0%, 100%, .5);
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<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8">
<title>Measurements and colors</title>
<style>
.container{
font‐size:25px;
}
.root{
font‐size:2rem;
}
.element{
font‐size:1.5em;
color:rgb(0,255,0);
background‐color:rgba(100,0,0,.5);
}
.pixels{
font‐size:14px;
color:rgb(255,255,255);
background‐color:rgba(255,0,0,.5);
}
.percent{
font‐size:60%;
color:#999;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div class="container">
<p>No measurements specified</p>
<p class="percent">Using percentage</p>
<p class="root">Using the root element</p>
<p class="pixels">Using pixels</p>
<p class="element">Using element</p>
</div>
</body>
</html>
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Floating elements
The float style allows you to position an element to the left, right, or based upon its container.
<!DOCTYPE HTML>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8">
<title>Untitled Document</title>
<link href="style.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"/>
</head>
<body>
<div class="div1">
This is div one
</div>
<div class="div2">
This is div two
</div>
</body>
</html>
.div1{
width:48%;
float: left;
background‐color: blue;
}
.div2{
width:48%;
float: right;
background‐color: green;
}
.div1, .div2{
color:#FFF;
min‐height: 200px;
text‐align: center;
}

After floating elements, it is a good practice to clear so that the floating does not affect other
elements. This is done by creating a css rule with an attribute clear and a value both, then add a
div with a class of css rule just after floating.
.clear{
clear: both;
}
<div class=”clear”></div>
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Question
Paul is a web developer at Mayiyiriza Software Company located at Kyebando. He designed a
website having two main sections within the body tag, each of width 50%. He put the content
that was needed in the sections. When he showed it to his boss, told him that the content will
look nice if it has some padding. He added a padding of 1%. When he viewed it in the browser,
the section on the left had shifted another position just below the first section.
Before adding padding

After adding padding

Explain why the content had shifted.
Hint use Floating and Box model to explain
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Font
font-size
The font-size property is used to increase or decrease the font of the text. The font-size property
has already been used but let’s have another example. There are two types of font-size i.e.
relative and absolute. Using relative font-sizes rather than absolute font-sizes is highly advisable
because user can easily increase or decrease the size according to their preferences. The units can
be px, rem, em, pt, in, cm, pc, mm and others.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8"/>
<title>Font size</title>
<link type="text/css" href="styles.css" rel="stylesheet"/>
</head>
<body>
<div class="sections">
<h1 class="advise‐heading">Advise</h1>
<p class="advise‐body">Let people advise you but never let them decide for you.</p>
</div>
</body>
</html>
*{
padding:0;
margin:0;
}
.sections{
font‐size:20px;
}
.advise‐heading{
font‐size:250%;
}
.advise‐body{
font‐size:20px;
}

Question
What is the actual font size of the paragraph (<p>) and heading one (<h1>) in pixels?
c) Using the above html and css code.
d) If the font-size of the advise-heading and advise-body rules are changed to 2em and
20% respectively.
e) If the font-size of the advise-heading and advise-body rules are changed to 15rem and
2.5em respectively.
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font-family
The font-family property is used to change the font face of the text. The font-family property is
almost similar to font style in Microsoft word.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Font family</title>
<meta charset="utf‐8" />
<style>
.student{
font‐family:monospace;
}
.student, #teacher{
font‐size:20px;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<p id="teacher">Teacher: You guy stop playing in my class.</p>
<p class="student">Student: It's this chick who is distrubing me.</p>
</body>
</html>

Multiple font families can be used.
.student{
font‐family:monospace, Helvetica, sans‐serif;
}

When multiple font families are used, the browser will first check if the client’s machine has the
first font family specified (monospace) else it will use the second font family specified
(Helvetica). If the second also does not exist, it uses the third one (sans-serif)
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@font-face
The @font-face rule is used to specify the font to be download with the web page. Some of the
font formats extensions are TTF, OTF, EOT, WOFF and SVG. When you search online, fonts
can be freely, some paid for and others just provide a link use like google fonts which can be got
from www.google.com/webfonts.
For example

This example contains a downloaded font file called Loster-Regular.ttf which is in folder called
fonts.
<div>
<h1>DEAR FRIEND</h1>
<p>Don't walk in front of me, I may not follow.</p>
<p>Don't walk behind me, l may not lead.</p>
<p>Walk beside me and just be my <span class="friend">friend</span></p>
</div>
*{
padding:0;
margin:0;
}
@font‐face{
font‐family:"my font";
src: url(../fonts/Lobster‐Regular.ttf);
}
body{
text‐align:center;
background‐color:#000000;
}
h1{
font‐family:"my font";
margin:10px;
font‐size:60px;
color:#FF00FF;
}
p{
margin:10px;
font‐size:40px;
font‐family:"my font";
color:#FFFFFF;
}
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font-weight
The font-weight property is used to specify the thickness of the text
This can take on the following values: normal, bold, bolder or lighter.

font-style
The font-style property is used to specify that font is normal, italic or oblique
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Font weight and font style</title>
<meta charset="utf‐8" />
</head>
<body>
<p style="font‐weight:normal">This text is normal</p>
<p style="font‐weight:bold">This text is bold</p>
<p style="font‐weight:bolder">This text is bolder</p>
<p style="font‐weight:lighter">This text is lighter</p>
<hr/>
<p style="font‐style:normal">This text is normal</p>
<p style="font‐style:italic">This text is italic</p>
<p style="font‐style:oblique">This text is oblique</p>
</body>
</html>

font-variant
The font-style property is used to apply small caps

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Font variant</title>
<meta charset="utf‐8" />
</head>
<body>
<p style="font‐variant:normal">This text
has a value of normal</p>
<p style="font‐variant:small‐caps">This
text has a value of small caps</p>
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Text
text-align
The text-align property is used to align text. By default text all text is left aligned but it can be
aligned in the center, right or justify (both right and left).
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
<title>text‐align</title>
<style type="text/css">
p:nth‐child(1){
text‐align:center;
}
p:nth‐child(2){
text‐align:justify;
}
p:nth‐child(3){
text‐align:right;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<p>Live your life and be real. Do not live a pretentious life. Have a value system and this will
surely see you through life.</p>
<p>Do not get involved in short time pleasures or happiness when dealing with academic issues
because they always pay at the last minute after series of endurance.</p>
<p>Always build castles in the air, plan on how to achieve those castles and turn them into
achievable goals.</p>
</body>
</html>
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text-decoration
The text-decoration property is used to specify whether text should be underlined, over lined,
none or should have a line through.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
<title>text‐align</title>
<style type="text/css">
.under{text‐decoration:underline;}
.over{text‐decoration:overline;}
.line{text‐decoration:line‐through;}
.none{text‐decoration:none;}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<p>In this paragraph has text that is <span class="under">underlined</span>, <span
class="over">overline</span>, has a <span class="line">line through</span> and <span
class="none">none</span></p>
</body>
</html>

text-transform
The text-transform property is used to specify the case of the content within the element. Values
of this property are: capitalize, uppercase, lowercase and none
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
<title>text‐transform</title>
<style type="text/css">
.cap{text‐transform:capitalize;}
.upper{text‐transform:uppercase;}
.lower{text‐transform:lowercase;}
.none{text‐transform:none;}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<p>In this paragraph has text that is <span class="cap">capitalized</span>, <span
class="upper">Uppercased</span>, has a <span class="lower">Lowercased</span> and <span class="none">None
Of These</span></p>
</body>
</html>
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text-shadow
The text-shadow property is used to drop shadow on the text.
It takes on a set of values and these are:
1. Horizontal offset: specifies horizontal distance away from the text where the shadow
should begin from. For positive values the shadows moves to right and for negative
values it moves to the left.
2. Vertical offset: specifies vertical distance away from the text where the shadow should
begin from. For positive values the shadows moves to up and for negative values it
moves to the down.
3. Blur: blur distance. (optional)
4. Color: background color of the solid
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>text‐shadow</title>
<meta charset="utf‐8" />
<style>
div{
margin:5px;
padding:5px;
text‐transform:uppercase;
font‐size:24px;
color:red;
font‐weight:bold;
}
.div1{ text‐shadow:0 0 10px #000; }
.div2{ text‐shadow:6px 6px 0 gray;}
.div3{text‐shadow:‐2px ‐2px 2px #000;}
.div4{text‐shadow:4px 0 2px #000;}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div class="div1">div one</div>
<div class="div2">div two</div>
<div class="div3">div three</div>
<div class="div4">div four</div>
</body>
</html>
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text-indent
The text-indent property is used to indent the first line of text within an element

line-height
The line-height property is used to specify the space between lines.

letter-spacing
The letter-spacing property is used to specify the space between characters

word-spacing
The word-spacing property is used to specify the space between words
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
<title>text‐indent</title>
<style type="text/css">
p:nth‐child(1){
text‐indent:10px;
letter‐spacing:5px;
}
p:nth‐child(2){
text‐indent:40px;
line‐height:30px;
word‐spacing:20px;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<p>Pay attention to what you are taught and you will be successful, trust in the lord and you will
be happy. <br/>Proverbs 16:20</p>
<p>Pay attention to your teacher and learn all you can<br>Proverbs 23:12</p>
</body>
</html>
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word-wrap
The word-wrap property is used to specify whether, in case of very long words, a line of text
should be broken to continue on the next line. The values are normal and break-word.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
<title>word‐wrap</title>
<style type="text/css">
p{
border:1px solid #000;
width:100px;
font‐size:24px;
padding:10px;
word‐wrap:break‐word;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<p>Quadragenian is a person between 40 and 49 years.</p>
</body>
</html>

Before applying word-wrap

After applying word-wrap
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text-overflow
The text-overflow property is used to control the content of an element, when a word has many
character that it can fixed in the element’s width, this is called text-overflow. The overflow
property must be set to hidden. The values are ellipsis and clip.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
<title>word‐wrap</title>
<style type="text/css">
p{
border:1px solid #000;
background‐color:#F2F2F2;
padding:10px;
width:100px;
overflow:hidden;
text‐overflow:ellipsis;
font‐size:18px;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<p>A person who is good at engaging in conversations is called a conversationalist.</p>
</body>
</html>
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Border and box
border
The border property is used to specify the border to be used on an element.
Using the short hand property

The short hand property allows you to specify width, style and color of the borders of all sides in
one line separating each with a space.
The values for the style are dotted, dashed, solid, hidden, none, double, groove, inset, outset,
ridge.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>border</title>
<meta charset="utf‐8" />
</head>
<body>
<p style="border:4px dotted #CCC;">Border of this paragraph</p>
<p style="border:4px dashed #CCC;">Border of this paragraph</p>
<div style="border:2px solid #000;">Border of this div section</div>
</body>
</html>

Properties of one side of the border can be set separately.
Left
Width border-left-width
border-left-style
Style
Color border-left-color

Right
border-right- width
border-right-style
border-right- color

Top
border-top- width
border-top-style
border-top- color

Bottom
border-bottom- width
border-bottom-style
border-bottom- color

Question
Given an element with class called my-elem, write a css rule to make a double border at the top
and left to have a green color with a width of 4px, bottom and right to have red color with a
width of 2px.
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border-radius
The border-radius property is used to specify the curves on the edges of the element. The edges
are clearly seen when the element has a background
color.
Every element has four edges.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Top left
Top right
Bottom left
Bottom right

Border radius can be specified using the following
values
1. border-radius: 10px; This sets top left to 10px, top right to 10px, bottom left to 10px
and bottom right to 10px.
2. border-radius:10px 5px; This sets top left and bottom right to 10px then top right and
bottom left to 5px
3. border-radius: 3px 7px 10px; This sets top left to 3px, top right and bottom left to 7px
then bottom right to 10px.
4. border-radius: 2px 4px 6px 8px; This sets top left to 2px, top right to 4px, bottomright
to 6px and bottom left to 8px.
<style>
.para1, .para2, .div1, .div2{
padding:10px;
margin:10px;
background‐color:#999999;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<p style="border‐radius:10px; ">Border radius of this paragraph</p>
<p style="border‐radius:12px 5px ">Border radius of this paragraph</p>
<div style="border‐radius:3px 20px 10px">Border radius of this div section</div>
<div style=" border‐radius:2px 6px 10px 20px ">Border radius of this div section</div>
</body>
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You can also specify two sets of values, one for the
horizontal corner and the second for the vertical corner.
The two values are separated by a forward slash.
For example:border-radius:12px\5px;
Question
Write a css rule with a class selector called curve which curves the top left and buttomleft corner
of an element with 5px

box-shadow
The box-shadow property is used to drop a shadow around the box or the element.
It takes on a set of values and these are:
1. Horizontal offset: specifies horizontal distance away from the box where the shadow
should begin from. For positive values the shadows moves to right and for negative
values it moves to the left.
2. Vertical offset: specifies vertical distance away from the box where the shadow should
begin from. For positive values the shadows moves to up and for negative values it
moves to the down.
3. Blur: blur distance. (optional)
4. Color: background color of the solid (optional)
5. Inset: sets the shadow from outside the box to inside (optional)
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<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>border‐image</title>
<meta charset="utf‐8" />
<style>
div{
margin:20px;
padding:10px;
background‐color:#F2F2F2;
}
.div1{
box‐shadow:0 0 10px #000;
}
.div2{
box‐shadow:5px 5px 0 #000;
}
.div3{
box‐shadow:‐5px ‐5px 0 #000;
}
.div4{
box‐shadow:0 0 10px #000 inset;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div class="div1">div one</div>
<div class="div2">div two</div>
<div class="div3">div three</div>
<div class="div4">div four</div>
</body>
</html>
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overflow
The overflow property is used to control the content of an element, when an element of a defined
width and height has too much content than what it can hold or other nested elements, this is
called overflow. The values are visible, auto, hidden and scroll.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
<title>word‐wrap</title>
<style type="text/css">
div{
border:1px solid #000;
background‐color:#F2F2F2;
padding:10px;
width:200px;
height:200px;
overflow:scroll
font‐size:18px;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div>
<h2>I am here</h2>
<p>While I can still talk, talk to me.</p>
<p>While I can still think, let's decide on things.</p>
<p>While I can still hear, let your pledges be known.</p>
<p>While I can still see, don't hide away from me.</p>
<p>While I can still feel, let's share your pain and joy.</p>
<p>While I can still love, give me your heart.</p>
<p>For today l am here, tomorrow I am gone.</p>
</div>
</body>
</html>

overflow:visible

overflow:scroll

overflow:auto

overflow:hidden

visible is the default it allows content to hang out the content, scroll adds scroll
bars both horizontal and vertical, auto adds scroll bars only when content does
not fit and hidden for hidden if the content does not fix it is clipped off.
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Background
background-color
The background-color property is used to specify the background color of the element. As
previously seen.

background-image
The background-image property is used to specify the image to be the background of the
element. The value of this property has a keyword word url() and inside the bracket is the path to
the image.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>background</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
<style>
.container{
width:400px;
height:400px;
padding:10px;
background‐image:url("images/aero.jpg");
}
.container h1{
color:#FFFFFF;
font‐size:50px;
text‐align:center;
text‐transform:uppercase;
text‐shadow:2px 2px 2px #000;
}
.container p{
color:orange;
font‐size:30px;
text‐align:center;
text‐shadow:2px 2px 2px #000;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div class="container">
<h1>The beach party</h1>
<p>Makerere Institute of Technology East Africa had a party in 2015 and everything was
sponsored by the Director</p>
</div>
</body>
</html>
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background-attachment
The background-attachment property is used to specify whether image should be fixed or scroll
along the page.
container{
width:400px;
height:400px;
padding:10px;
background‐image:url(images/aero.jpg);
background‐position:center bottom;
background‐attachment:fixed;
}

background-position
The background-position property is used to specify
the starting point of the background of the element both horizontally (left, center or right) and
vertically (top, center or bottom).
Let’s add the background-position property to the css above
.container{
width:400px;
height:400px;
padding:10px;
background‐image:url("images/aero.jpg");
background‐position:center bottom;
}

You can also use: centercenter, center top,
center, left center, left top, left bottom, right
center, right top, right bottom.
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background-repeat
The background-repeatis used to specify how many times the image should be repeated both
horizontally and vertically. It works for small images compared with the element’s dimensions
and has four possible values: no-repeat, repeat, repeat-x and repeat-y.
<style>
.container{
padding:10px;
color:#FFF;
}
.container p{
width:300px;
background:#CCCCCC;
border‐radius:5px;
border:1px solid #000;
font‐size:24px;
height:100px;
margin:10px;
padding:10px;
text‐align:center;
}
.container .para1{
background‐image:url(images/heart.png);
background‐repeat:no‐repeat;
}
.container .para2{
background‐image:url(images/heart.png);
background‐repeat:repeat;
}
.container .para3{
background‐image:url(images/heart.png);
background‐repeat:repeat‐x;
}
.container .para4{
background‐image:url(images/heart.png);
background‐repeat:repeat‐y;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div class="container">
<p class="para1">No repeat</p>
<p class="para2">Repeat</p>
<p class="para3">Repeat x</p>
<p class="para4">Repeat y</p>
</div>
</body>
</html>

You try to background position property to above backgrounds. Play around with all the possible
values
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background
The background property is the short hand property for background-color, background-image,
background-position and background-attachment. Each property is separated by a space, the
order does not matter.
The css rule below
Selector {
background‐image: url("http://www.codeeagles.com/images/logo.png");
background‐repeat:no‐repeat;
background‐positon:top left;
background‐attachment:fixed;
}
Is the same as
Selector {
background: fixed top url("http://www.codeeagles.com/images/logo.png") no‐repeat left;
}

For example
<style>
.container .para1{
background:redurl(images/heart.png) no‐repeat center;
}
.container .para2{
background:fixed center center repeat green url(images/arrows.png);
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div class="container">
<p class="para1">No repeat</p>
<p class="para2">Repeat</p>
</div>
</body>
</html>
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Gradients
A gradient is gradual transition from one to another. There are two types of gradients and these
are:
1. Linear: the colors are in a straight line.
background:linear-gradient(position, start, stop);
2. Radial: the colors are in a circle
background:radial-gradient(position, start, stop);
The gradient property uses some of the following values:
1. Position: is used to specify the starting point of the colors. You can also specify it in
degrees.
2. Start and stop: start is the color to start with and stop is the color to stop on. This can
contain a list of colors.

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>gradients</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
<style>
div{ width:300px;height:50px;color:#FFFFFF;padding:10px;margin:10px;}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div style="background:linear‐gradient(blue, red);">linear‐gradient(blue, red)</div>
<div style="background:linear‐gradient(45deg, pink, green, blue);">linear‐
gradient(45deg, pink, green, blue)</div>
<div style="background:linear‐gradient(180deg, #000, #ccc, #000);"></div>
<div style="background:linear‐gradient(blue, red);"></div>
<div style="background:radial‐gradient(blue, red);"></div>
</body>
</html>
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Lists
list-style-type
The list-style-type property is used to set the type of maker to use on a list. The values are none,
square, circle, disc, decimal, decimal-leading-zero, lower-greek, lower-alpha, upper-alpha,
lower-latin, upper-latin, lower-roman and upper-roman.

list-style-position
The list-style-position property is used to set the maker outside or inside the content area. The
values are outside and inside

list-style-image
The list-style-type property is used to set an image to act as a maker. The value is a url.

list-style
The list-style property is the short hand property for all the properties above. They can be
combined in any order.
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>strike</title>
<meta charset="UTF‐8" />
<style type="text/css">
div{float:left; width:50%;}
ul{ padding:10px;}
ul li{ background‐color:#CCCCCC; }
.list‐one{list‐style:url(images/flower.png) inside circle; }
.list‐two{ list‐style: outside lower‐alpha; }
</style>
</head>
<body>
<div>
<ul class="list‐one">
<li>C</li>
<li>Java</li>
<li>Python</li>
</ul>
</div>
<div>
<ul class="list‐two">
<li>C</li>
<li>Java</li>
<li>Python</li>
</ul>
</div>
</body>
</html>
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Links
There are some pseudo classes that the can be used on link
Pseudo class
a:link
a:visited
a:hover
a:active

Description
Unvisited links
Visited links
User’s mouse pointer hovering
Current clicked

<style type="text/css">
.links a:link{
color:green;
font‐weight:bold;
text‐decoration:none;
}
.links a:visited{
color:#006600;
font‐weight:bold;
text‐decoration:none;
}
.links a:hover{
color:blue;
text‐decoration:underline;
}
.links a:active{
color:#6600FF;
text‐decoration:none;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<nav class="links">
<a href="">Home</a>
<a href="">Products/Services</a>
<a href="">About us</a>
<a href="">Contact us</a>
</nav>
</body>
</html>

Note
The order must be link first, followed by visited, then hover and lastly active. If the order is
changed, some or all the properties may not be applied.
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Tables
Tables are used for displaying data in a tabular format. Applying colors and some effects using
css really makes it easy to clearly see and read every cell, row or column within the table.This is
be done using pseudo elements and classes.
<table class="table‐colored" cellspacing="0" width="400px">
<tr>
<thcolspan="2">Big price Fees Structure</th>
</tr>
<tr>
<th>Course name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer science</td>
<td>2,9000,000/=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information technology</td>
<td>2,7000,000/=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer engineering</td>
<td>3,1000,000/=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information system</td>
<td>2,1000,000/=</td>
</tr>
</table>
.table‐colored th{
color:#FFFFFF;
background‐color:#000066;
}
.table‐colored th, .table‐colored td{
padding:10px;
}
.table‐colored tr:nth‐child(odd){
background‐color:#CCCCCC;
}
.table‐colored tr:nth‐child(even){
background‐color:#999999;
}

The nth-child pseudo classes can
also be used on lists and
paragraphs.
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Transition
The transition property applies an animation between changes of two states.It prevents elements
from appearing or disappearing immediately.
This property has four properties in it and these are:
1. transition-property: specifies which property to animate i.e. background-color, color or
another property. The keyword word all is used if you want to animate all the properties.
2. transition-duration: specifies how long the animation will take. The units can be
seconds(s) or milliseconds(ms)
3. transition-timing-function: specifies the manner in which the properties are animated. It
controls the speed of the animation. It can take one of the following five values.
transition-timingDescription
function value
Ease
Starts slowly, speeds up in the middle and slows down at the end
Linear
Steady change from the start to the end
ease-in
Starts slowly and speeds up at the end
ease-out
Starts with speed and ends slowly (reverse of ease in)
ease-in-out
Starts slowly, speeds up in the middle and slows down at the end
If you do not want these functions, you can build your own using cubic-bezier( ) function
4. transition-delay: specifies the amount of time to spend before the animation starts
Let’s add the transition property to css of the tableabove using the short hand property.
.table‐colored tr{
transition: all 2s linear 0s;
}

When the state changes, the animation will be applied.
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Transform
A transformation is an effect that allows an element to change size, shape and position.
There are two types of transform



2D transform
3D transform

2D transform
This allows elements to be transformed in two dimensional space. It has four methods that is
skew( ), rotate( ), scale( ) and translate( ).







skew( ) allows to tilt elements on the X-axis and Y-axis at some angle. It takes two
parameters in degrees or radians.
For examples skew(20deg, 30deg) means skew the element by 20 degrees on the X-axis
and 30 degrees on the Y-axis.
When you want to skew on the X-axis or Y-axis only, there is an option of using
skewX( ) for the X-axis or skewY( ) for the Y-axis. These take one parameter.
scale( ) allows to increase or decrease the size of an element. It takes two
parameters.scaleX( ) can be used to increase or decrease the size on the X-axis only and
scaleY on the Y-axis only.
rotate( )
translate( )
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Positioning elements
The position style indicates where on the page the element should go (expressed in the usual CSS
measuring units).
You can specify static, absolute, relative, fixed and inherit positioning.
Static positioning allows the browser to place the object based on where it flows in the
document. This is the default positioning and therefore the same as not specifying any
positioning at all.
Absolute positioning indicates exactly where on the page the element should go, based on
specific coordinates.
Relative positioning indicates that the item should go in a certain place, relative to its default
position.
Fixed position allows you to keep an element in one place, while the rest of the page scrolls by.
For example Facebook.
Inherit positioning allows an element to inherit the position value of its parent.

Further reading
Read about the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Animations
3D transform
Vendor prefixes
Responsive web design or Media queries
CSS validators
CSS sprites
Canvas
HTML5 API
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PAST PAPERS OF THE PREVIOUS SEMESTERS

Year 2015

Past papers

JUN –AUG
Course work

MAKERERE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
COURSE WORK 2: INTRODUCTION TO WEBDESIGNING AND THE INTERNET
DEADLINE: 11th/08/2015

Design your own website with three pages i.e.




Home
Contact
CV

Instructions
1) Every page should have a link to the other page.
2) Every page should have header and footer, it should be the same on all pages
3) The Home page should at least have the following:
i)

About you e.g. my name is [YOUR NAME HERE], I am a student at [YOUR INSTITUTE'S
NAME], department of information technology. [MORE ABOUT YOURSELF HERE...]

ii) Your image(s) but not more than three
iii) Worst and Best moment(s).
iv) Favorites(Book, Music, Movie or/and Quote)
4) The Contact page should atleast have a form where a user can enter his/her name, phone, email, message
subject, message body, submit button and reset button.
5) The CV page should at least have: Bio data, education background, Hobbies, Profile.
6) All images used should be in one folder called images
7) All pages should be styled using external css in a folder called styles.
8) Be creative.
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Past papers
Test

MAKERERE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
TEST MARKING GUIDE
COURSE UNIT: DIT1103 & CIT1103

TIME: 1 HOUR

YEAR: 2015

INSTRUCTIONS: Attempt all questions
Question
one
The following are acronyms in web designing. What does each stand for? And give one function for each. (4marks)
a)

HTML

b) CSS

HTML - Hypertext Markup Language. It is used for structuring web pages.
CSS - Cascading Style Sheets. It is used for presentation of web pages
Question two
Write output for the code snippet below (3marks)
<ol type=”A” start=”3”>
<li>Item one</li>
<li>Item two</li>
</ol>
C. Item one
D.Item two
Question three
a)

What is a web browser? (1mark)
Web browser is a software or program or application that is used to display websites
b) Give one example of a web browser and its function (2marks)
Mozilla fire fox, Internet explorer, Opera mini etc
It is used for displaying web pages or websites
c) Namusiitwa typed the URL below in the address of her web browser
The image part with relationship ID rId151 was not found in the file.

From the URL above state the scheme, domain name and file path (3marks)
Scheme : http, Domain name: codeeagles.com, File path: index.html
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Question
four
Below is a table using HTML language, write HTML codes that can be used to display the following on a web page
(20 marks)
COURSE UNITS OFFERED
Year of study
Year one

Course code
ABC 1200

Year two

ACB 1203

<table cellspacing=”0” cellpadding=”2” width=”300px”>
<tr>
<td colspan=”2” align=”center”>COURSE UNITS OFFERED </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td align=”center”>Year of study</td>
<td align=”center”>Course code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year one</td>
<td>Year two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC 1200</td>
<td>ACB 1203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&nbsp;</td>
<td>&nbsp;</td>
</tr>
</table>
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Examination
The image part with relationship ID rId152 was not found in the file.

MAKERERE

INSTITUTE

OF TECHNOLOGY
EAST – AFRICA
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
END OF YEAR ONE SEMESTER ONE EXAMINATION 2015
COURSE UNIT:

INTRODUCTION TO WEB DESIGNING

TIME:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Attempt all questions in SECTION A
2. Attempt any three (3) questions in SECTION B.
3. All answers or rough work should be written on the answer sheets
provided.
4. Don’t open this exam until you are told to do so
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SECTION A (40 MARKS)

1.

Define the following terms (1mark@)
a)

Website

d) URL

b) Web page
e) Tag

g) Browser
2.

c) Attribute
f) Element

h) Internet

The following are acronyms in web designing. What does each stand for? And give one function for each.
(4marks)
a)

HTML

b) CSS

3.

Give five reasons you study web designing (5marks)

4.

Explain the term copyright (3marks)

5.

Font sizes are grouped into relative and absolute. Give one example under each group (2marks)

6.

Write the basic structure of an html document (5marks)

7.

Extension CSS files are saved with an extension. What is that extension? (1marks)

8.

Differentiate between the following (4marks @)
a) cellpadding and cellspacing
b) rowspan and colspan
Namusiitwa typed the URL below in the address of her web browser

9.

The image part with relationship ID rId153 was not found in the file.

From the URL above state the scheme, domain name and file path (3marks)
10. The syntax for inserting an image a web page is <img src=”URL” alt=”….” />
Give one reason why the alt attribute is important (1marks)
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SECTION B (60 MARKS)
Question one
Below is a table using HTML language, write HTML codes that can be used to display the following on a web page
(20marks)
COURSE UNITS OFFERED
Year of study
Year one

Course code
ABC 1200

Year two

ACB 1203

Question two
a) What is a selector? (1mark)
b) What are the advantages of using external styles over inline styles and internal styles (2marks)
c) Write the output the following html code when viewed in a web browser (4marks)
<ol type=”A” start=”3”>
<li>Item one</li>
<li>Item two</li>
<li>Item three</li>
</ol>
d) Using the html code in (c) above, write the output when the type is equal to number one (<ol type=”1”>)
(4marks)
e) Write html code to make:
Thank you –italic
Jesus – bold
for – blue
I am – underline
In the statement: Thank you Jesus for what I am (4marks)
f) What is doctype? (1mark)
g) List four versions of doctype (4marks)
Question three
a) Give one reasons why comments are important in web designing (1mark)
b) Write the syntax of a CSS comment and an html comment (4marks)
c) With examples, explain how the inline, internal and external styles sheets may be applied on an html
document.(15marks)
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Question four
a)

What is the output of the code snippet below when rendered in a browser (10marks)
<form action="" method="">
First name<br/>
<input name="" type="text" /><br/>
Last name<br/>
<input name="" type="text" /><br/>
Select<br/>
<input type="radio" value="M" /> Male
<input type="radio" value="F" /> Female
Choose Langauges<br/>
<select name="">
<option value="">HTML5</option>
<option value="">Javascript</option>
</select><br/>
More about you<br/>
<textarea></textarea><br/>
<input type=”submit” value=”send”/><br/>
</form>

b) What is the output of the code snippet below when rendered in a browser (10marks)
<table border=”1”>
<tr>
<td>Cell one</td>
<td>Cell two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell three</td>
<td>Cell four</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell four</td>
<td>Cell five</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=”2”>Cell six</td>
</tr>
</table>
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Question five
The following diagram shows a structure of a website. Use it to answer the following questions

Write html code to
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Create a link from index.html to contactus.html (2marks)
Create a link from index.html to aboutus.html (2marks)
Create a link from aboutus.html to index.html (2marks)
Create a link from contactus.html to index.html (2marks)
Create a link from aboutus.html to contactus.html (2marks)
Create a link from contactus.html to aboutus.html (2marks)
Show image1.png on index.html (2marks)
Show image1.png on aboutus.html (2marks)
Show image2.jpg on aboutus.html (2marks)
Show image2.jpg on contactus.html (2marks)

Good Luck
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AUG –DEC

Course work

Uganda had the third-highest number of new HIV infections in sub-Saharan Africa last year, behind South Africa
and Nigeria, reversing its reputation for successfully tackling the epidemic in the 1990s. Although the percentage of
people living with HIV/AIDS is half of what it was in the 1980s, the increase in new infections is worrying to health
workers.
In groups of 2 members, use HTML and CSS to create a website to sensitize the public about HIV.
Instructions
1) Your website should at least have the following pages





Definition of HIV
Causes of HIV
Effects of HIV
Conclusion

2) Each page should at least have the following sections






Header – should be a well styled word HIV
Title – should be the name of the page
Links – should direct the user to other pages of your website
Pagedescription – should have any of information about the page
Footer – should have copyright of your website

3) The Header, links and footer should appear the same on all pages
4) The layout of the sections should be as shown in
figure on the right side
5) All images used should be in one folder called images
6) All pages should be styled using external css in a
folder called styles.
7) Try to use all the concepts we covered in class and
those that you researched
8) Be creative
9) Submit

a

zipped

folder

of

your

work

to

th

josemusiitwa@codeeagles.com before 29 /Nov/2015
6:00pm
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Test

MAKERERE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY EAST AFRICA
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
(MAKING GUIDE)
Course unit: Web designing and the internet Time: 1hour

Year: 2015(Aug - Dec)

Instructions: Attempt all questions

1.

Define the following terms (1marks @)
a)

Web designing

b) Website

d)Web browser

e) Web server

g)Internet

h) WWW

c) Webpage
f) Web client

a) Web designing is the process of creating and modifying web pages
b) Website is a collection of related webpages
c)

Webpage contains text, images, videos, maps, etc. Just like a book having pages

d) Web browser is a software application that processes HTML documents and renders web pages based on
the contents of those documents
e)

Webserver is a program that waits for requests from the web browser of the client

f)

Web client is any computer that requests for services from another computer on the network

g) Internet is a network of networks or a collection of computers or networking devices connected together
h) WWW is a collection of information stored on networked computers over the world

2.

The following are acronyms in web designing. What does each stand for? And give one function for each.
(4marks)
a) HTML
b) CSS
a) Hypertext Markup Language
Used for structuring web pages
b) Cascading Style Sheets (FREE MARKS FOR EVERY ONE WHO DID THE PAPER)
It is used for styling, appearance, layout, and presentation of information on a web page
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3.

What is the important of the W3C? (1mark)
Sets up standard for the web

4.

A URL is divided into the following parts: protocol, host name, file path, file name and file extension. Briefly
explain these URL parts (5marks)


The protocol – sets of rules that govern communication and exchange data between computers over a
network. E.g. http:// , https:// or ftp



Host name – a unique name for every site. Often starts with www. This is the domain name. E.g.
www.codeeagles.com

5.



File path – usually A hierarchical list of folders in which a web page of file resides



File name – The name of the file to be loaded



Extension – the file’s file extension, typically .htm or .html.

Give one function of an html comment and write its syntax (4marks)


Easy understand of closing and opening tags



Notes may be added providing explanation to elements and documents



Help the web designer to remember what the code does in case he revisits it after months
Any one of the above points

<!- - This is an html comment, it is not shown to the user -->
6.

Write the structure of an html document (5marks)
<html>
<head>
<title>Starting web designing</title>
</head>
<body>
<!- - any content can go here -->

7.

</body>
</html>
Write html code to make:
MAKERERE –italic
FOREVER – bold
EAST AFRICA – underline
In the statement: MAKERERE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY EAST AFRICA FOREVER (3marks)
<i>MAKERERE</i> INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY <u>EAST AFRICA</u><b>FOREVER</b>
Or
<I>MAKERERE</I> INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY <U>EAST AFRICA</U><B>FOREVER</B>
Or
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Emphasize and strong tags for italics and bold
8.

What is doctype? (1mark)
A doctype indicates the version of X/HTML used

9.

List four versions of doctype (4marks)





Transitional
Frame set
HTML5
Strict

Good Luck
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Examination

MAKERERE INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY
EAST – AFRICA
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
END OF YEAR ONE SEMESTER ONE EXAMINATION 2015
(AUG - DEC)
COURSE UNIT: INTRODUCTION TO WEB DESIGNING AND THE
INTERNET

DURATION:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Attempt all questions in SECTION A
2. Attempt any three (3) questions in SECTION B
3. All answers or rough work should be written on the answer sheets provided
4. Do not open this exam until you are told to do so
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SECTION A (4O MARKS)
a)

Define the following terms (1marks @)
i)

Web designing

ii) Website
iii) Webpage
iv) Web browser
v) Web server
vi) Web client
b) Give three reasons why you study web designing (3 marks)
c)

The following are acronyms in web designing. What does each stand for? And give one function for each.
(4marks)

i) HTML
ii) CSS
d) What is the important of the W3C? (1mark)
e)

A URL is divided into the following parts: protocol, host name, file path, file name and file extension. Briefly
explain these URL parts (5marks)

f)

Give one function of a comment and write down the syntax of css comment (4marks)

g) Write the structure of an html document (5marks)
h) Write html code to make:
MAKERERE –bold
FOREVER – italic and underline
EAST AFRICA – underline
In the statement: MAKERERE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY EAST AFRICA FOREVER (3 marks)
i)

What is doctype? (1 mark)

j)

List four versions of doctype (4 marks)

k) It’s good practice to always use the alt attribute when dealing with images. Give two reasons why the alt
attribute is important. (2 marks)
l)

Mention any two ways in which links can be created. (2 marks)
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SECTION B (60 MARKS)
Question one
With examples, differentiate between the following (4 marks @)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Block elements and inline elements
Reset button and Submit button
Checkbox and Radio button
Textarea and Text field
Cell padding and cell spacing

Question two
a)

Write short notes about the following (2 marks@)

i) Tag
ii) Element
iii) Attribute
iv) Style inheritance
v) Tag nesting
b) Write the output for the following html code when viewed in a web browser (4 marks)

c)

<ol type="1" start="2">
<li>Item one</li>
<li>Item two</li>
<li>Item three</li>
</ol>
Using the html code in (a) above, write the output when the start attribute is equal to nine (<ol start="9">)
(4 marks)

d) Tom wrote the following code to show an image on a web page of his client in Kasese.
<img src="../images/profile_picture.jpg" alt="Kato’s image" height="43px" width="25%">
Phionah saw the code from tom’s computer and told him it is not good to set both the width and height of
the image.
Defend Phionah’s suggestion. (2 marks)
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Question three
a)

Write and draw the output of the code snippet below when rendered in a browser (10 marks)
<form action="" method="">
<p>Enter name:</p>
<input type="text" value="" name="" placeholder="First name"/>
<input type="text" value="" name="" placeholder="Last name"/>
<p>Select your sex:</p>
<input type="radio" value="male" name="sex"/>Male<br/>
<input type="radio" value="female" name="sex"/>Female<br/><br/>
<input type="submit" name="send" value="Send"/>
<input type="reset" name="reset" value="Cancel"/>
</form>

b) Write the html code that was used to create the table below (10 marks)
Cell one

Cell two

Cell three

Cell four

Cell five

Cell six

Cell Seven

Hint
Border of the table = 2
Cell spacing of the table = 0
Cell padding of the table = 5
Width of the table = 400px

Question four
a)

What is a selector? (1 mark)

b) List down any three types of selectors (3 marks)
c)

Give one advantage of using external styles over inline styles and internal styles (1 mark)

d) With examples, explain how inline, internal and external styles may be applied on an html document. (15
marks)
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Question five
The following diagram shows a structure of a website. Use
it to answer the following question

Write html code to: (2 marks@)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Create a link from giveaway.html to birthday.html
Create a link from dad.html to mum.html
Create a link from index.html to dad.html
Create a link from dad.html to index.html
Create link from giveaway.html to index.html
Show photo1.png on mum.html
Show photo1.png on index.html
Show photo1.png on birthday.html
Show photo2.jpg on giveaway.html
Show photo2.jpg on mum.html

Merry Christmas and prosperous New Year
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absolute, 36, 112, 146, 152
Absolute positioning, 146
acronym, 12
acronyms, 149, 152, 159, 163
Active, 37
actual, 14, 22, 25, 47, 112
Advantages, 90
Align, 40, 49
Ampersand, 32
anchor, 22, 36
animation, 141
Animations, 146
appearance, 22, 25, 44, 86, 159
attributes, 12, 29, 36, 40, 41, 47, 49,
67, 72, 76, 80, 88, 89, 100
autocomplete, 77
autofocus, 78
autoplay, 29
background, 49, 93, 107, 120, 126,
127, 130, 132, 134, 135, 141,
148
basic html5 structure, 20
block, 14
Block elements, 13, 164
border, 49, 50, 93, 103, 124, 125,
126, 127, 130, 135, 155
borders, 50, 124
bottom, 49, 124, 125, 126, 132
box model, 106
Box model, 103, 111
browser, 14, 18, 22, 25, 30, 34, 36,
39, 63, 65, 67, 75, 79, 86, 87, 89,
111, 114, 146, 149, 155, 158,
163, 165
caption, 47, 74
cell, 47, 49, 50, 52, 57, 61, 140, 164
Cell padding, 164, 165
cell spacing, 164
cellpadding, 49, 50, 150, 152
cellspacing, 49, 50, 150, 152
center, 23, 40, 49, 132, 150
characters, 32, 65, 78
checked, 69, 70
child, 97, 99
children, 97
circle, 45

class, 94, 95, 100, 102, 110, 125,
157
click, 18, 21, 22, 36, 75
client, 2, 9, 41, 114, 158, 163, 164
cm, 107, 112
code, 12, 14, 26, 30, 34, 41, 52, 54,
62, 97, 112, 149, 150, 153, 155,
156, 160, 163, 164, 165, 167
codeeagles, ii, v, 36, 150, 157, 160
color, 49, 73, 77, 88, 93, 97, 99,
102, 107, 108, 120, 124, 125,
126, 127, 130, 135, 137, 141
colspan, 47, 49, 52, 54, 150, 152,
155
column, 52, 53, 140
columns, 50, 52, 55, 57
comment, 30, 86, 87, 153, 160, 163
content, 12, 20, 22, 23, 45, 47, 50,
86, 88, 102, 103, 111, 160
controls, 29, 63, 65, 67, 69, 74, 76
copyright, 152, 157
Copyright, 32
Course work, 148, 157
create, 12, 14, 16, 18, 34, 36, 47, 54,
67, 75, 78, 88, 89, 90, 157, 165
CSS, 85, 86, 87, 88, 94, 95, 146, 149,
152, 153, 157, 159, 163
CSS validators, 146
dashed, 124
dates, 74
declaration block, 86
Define, 152, 158, 163
Delete, 52
digit hexadecimal color, 107
directory, 8, 18, 90
disc, 45
display, 12, 32, 34, 39, 62, 67, 75,
86, 99, 102, 149, 150, 153
div, 13, 91, 94, 95, 97, 110
doctype, 16, 153, 161, 163
document, 12, 14, 16, 18, 22, 23, 26,
33, 37, 87, 88, 89, 93, 102, 107,
146, 152, 154, 160, 163, 165
documents, 4, 30, 158, 160
dotted, 54, 124
double, 88, 124

Double quotation, 32
Ease, 141
ease-in, 141
ease-out, 141
editor, 18, 20
element, 12, 13, 14, 22, 23, 25, 26,
27, 40, 42, 45, 49, 50, 64, 67, 75,
86, 87, 88, 89, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97,
99, 102, 107, 110, 124, 125, 126,
127, 130, 132, 134, 146
em, 107, 112
email, 37, 72, 77, 148
escape, 32
Examination, 151, 162
Extension, 8, 152, 160
feeds, 26
fieldset, 74
File name, 8, 160
File path, 8, 150, 160
first letter, 102
fixed, 107, 132, 146
folder, 8, 18, 21, 22, 38, 39, 90, 115,
148, 157
font, 22, 25, 88, 102, 107, 112, 113,
114, 115, 116, 117
font sizes, 25, 107
For example, 12, 13, 14, 36, 39, 42,
44, 45, 67, 69, 70, 71, 75, 76, 93,
96, 97, 99, 107, 108, 115
formats, 39, 115
Frame set, 16, 161
good practice, 14, 110, 163
gradient, 137
gradual transition, 137
Greater than, 32
groove, 124
height, 40, 41, 49, 50, 67, 103, 164
hidden, 71, 124
horizontal, 25, 34, 120, 127
Host name, 8, 160
HSL, 107
HSLA, 107
HTML, 4, 11, 12, 14, 16, 23, 26, 47,
75, 86, 87, 88, 93, 149, 150, 152,
153, 157, 158, 159, 161, 163
html code, 29, 33, 51

html entities, 32
html5, 16, 20, 33
HTML5, 16, 76, 155, 161
html5 document structure, 16, 33
hyphens, 30
IDE, 16
image, 23, 39, 40, 41, 130, 132, 134,
148, 152, 164
images, 3, 39, 40, 41, 148, 157, 158,
163, 164
important, 30, 36, 39, 152, 153, 160,
163
in, 107, 112
information, 2, 9, 14, 16, 36, 47, 63,
65, 86, 89, 148, 157, 158, 159
inheritance, 87, 164
Inline elements, 12
inset, 124
inspect element, 106
INSTRUCTIONS, 149, 151, 162
internal, 22, 37, 87, 88, 89, 90, 153,
154, 165
internet, 2, 9, 18, 158
Internet, 2, 4, 22, 149, 152, 158
keywords, 12
left, 23, 40, 49, 110, 111, 120, 124,
125, 126, 127, 132
legend, 74
Less than, 32
letter, 27, 42, 78, 102
Linear, 137, 141
link, 22, 23, 36, 37, 38, 89, 90, 103,
115, 148, 156, 167
list, 8, 21, 42, 44, 45, 46, 63, 69, 86,
92, 96, 160
lists, 14, 42, 44, 45, 46
loop, 29
maps, 3, 158
max, 72
Media queries, 146
min, 72
minus, 52
mm, 107, 112
multiple, 23, 26, 86, 88, 89, 114
Navigate, 21
nested, 14, 42, 45, 46, 76, 87
none, 22, 23, 28, 124
Notepad, 18
number, 32, 42, 50, 52, 65, 72, 153,
157
output, 149, 153, 155, 164, 165
outset, 124

pages, 4, 9, 12, 18, 36, 37, 39, 42,
47, 87, 90, 148, 149, 157, 158,
159
pairs, 12
paragraph, 12, 23, 112
parent, 40, 50, 87, 99, 107, 146
password, 65, 77
pattern, 72, 78, 79
pc, 107, 112
percentage, 40, 41, 50, 157
photo, 39
pixels, 40, 41, 49, 50, 100, 112
placeholder, 72, 78, 80, 165
position, 37, 102, 110, 111, 132,
135, 137, 146
precedence, 87
presentation, 47, 86, 149, 159
preserve, 26
professional, 89
programming, 26, 63
properties, 93, 141
property, 86, 88, 112, 113, 116, 117,
124, 126, 127, 130, 132, 135,
141
protocol, 8, 160, 163
Pseudo classes and pseudo
elements, 102
pseudo elements and classes, 103,
140
pt, 107, 112
px, 107, 112
Question, 29, 33, 41, 51, 62, 106,
111, 112, 125, 127, 149, 150,
153, 155, 156, 164, 165, 167
Question five, 156, 167
Question four, 150, 155, 165
Question three, 149, 153, 165
Question two, 149, 153, 164
Radial, 137
radius, 126, 127, 130, 132, 134, 135
range, 72, 77, 78
Read about, 146
reasons, 30, 42, 63, 152, 153, 163
Registered trademark, 32
regular expressions., 78
relative, 36, 112, 146, 152
Relative positioning, 146
rem, 107, 112
required, 14, 80, 97
RGB, 107, 108
RGBA, 107, 108
ridge, 124

right, 12, 40, 49, 110, 120, 124, 125,
126, 127, 132, 133, 157
right click, 106
row, 47, 49, 52, 53, 54, 140
row span, 52, 54
rowspan, 47, 49, 52, 152
rule, 25, 86, 93, 100, 110, 115, 125
SECTION A, 151, 152, 162, 163
SECTION B, 151, 153, 162, 164
selector, 86, 88, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96,
97, 99, 100, 153, 165
selectors, 86, 92, 96, 99, 100, 101
server, 2, 65, 75, 158, 163
sibling, 99
size measurements, 107
slash, 12, 127
small, 27, 65, 78, 117, 134
solid, 93, 124, 127
space, 26, 30, 32, 34, 124
spacing, 50, 165
span, 12, 52, 53, 57, 91, 96
special, 32, 45
square, 45
src, 23, 29, 39, 40, 41, 152, 164
standard, 16, 67, 160
Static positioning, 146
status, 36, 37, 102
step, 72
Step, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 60,
61
Strict, 16, 161
style, 49, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92, 93,
94, 97, 102, 110, 113, 116, 117,
124, 146
subscript, 27
superscript, 27
syntax, 12, 65, 152, 153, 160, 163
table, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 57,
61, 140, 141, 150, 153, 155, 165
tabular, 47, 140
tag, 12, 14, 16, 23, 25, 36, 39, 44,
47, 49, 75, 86, 87, 88, 89, 93, 94,
111
tag selector, 93
tagname, 12
tags, 12, 14, 30, 32, 42, 45, 47, 49,
86, 89, 93, 160, 161
telephone, 72
text, 3, 12, 14, 16, 18, 21, 22, 23, 25,
26, 34, 37, 39, 41, 45, 49, 63, 65,
66, 67, 75, 77, 78, 80, 88, 89, 90,
93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 99, 112, 113,
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116, 117, 119, 120, 121, 122,
123, 129, 155, 158, 165
time, 74
to escape html entities, 32
top, 49, 124, 125, 126, 132
Trademark, 32
transition, 141
Transitional, 16, 161
transition-duration, 141
transition-timing-function, 141
type, 16, 21, 44, 45, 46, 47, 64, 65,
67, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 88,
89, 90, 93, 94, 100, 149, 153,
155, 164, 165
underline, 23, 153, 160, 163
universal, 93
Unvisited, 37
url, 72, 77, 130, 138

URL, 2, 8, 9, 36, 37, 72, 89, 90, 149,
150, 152, 160, 163
validation, 76
Valign, 49
value, 12, 49, 52, 65, 66, 67, 71, 75,
86, 88, 89, 107, 110, 130, 141,
146, 155, 165
Vendor prefixes, 146
vertical, 34, 120, 127
videos, 3, 29, 158
Visited, 37
W3C's, 2
web, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 12, 14, 16, 18, 30,
32, 36, 37, 39, 41, 47, 63, 86, 89,
92, 111, 115, 149, 150, 152, 153,
158, 159, 160, 163, 164
web browser, 2, 4, 8, 9, 149, 152,
153, 158, 164

web client, 2, 9
web designer, 30, 160
Web designing, 3, 158, 163
web page, 3, 8, 14, 16, 29, 30, 32,
33, 41, 47, 63, 86, 89, 92, 115,
150, 152, 153, 159, 160, 164
webserver, 2, 9
website, 3, 9, 18, 21, 22, 36, 37, 38,
39, 63, 90, 111, 148, 156, 157,
167
white space, 34
width, 40, 41, 49, 50, 65, 67, 100,
103, 107, 111, 124, 125, 150,
164
wildcard, 93
windows machine, 18
www, v, 8, 36, 160
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